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Editor's letter

Welcome
We love this time of year – now that the 

clocks have gone forward, the days are 

lengthening, giving us extra daylight hours 

to knit the adorable patterns in this issue…

Our cover star is a classic cable and Irish moss stitch knit 

(page 6), in two gorgeous shades, denim blue and a rich 

cream – and for the little girl in your life, you’ll love our 

pastel Fair Isle cardie on page 70. Just for fun, there’s also  

a unisex snake motif sweater to knit on page 20!

%PWS�MR�XLMW�TEGOIH�MWWYI��[I�LEZI�E�GYXI�ƤWLXEMP�GSGSSR�XS�

keep baby cosy (page 47), a toy sloth to cuddle up to (page 

55) and a patchwork-style blanket (page 84) – ideal for the 

nursery or to tuck around baby when you're out and about.

Amanda RobinsonAmanda Robinson
Acting Editor

PS If you have any technical queries about the patterns 

featured, email loveknitting@immediate.co.uk for help.  

Don’t miss our next issue, on sale on 2nd March.

Make our two-tone

HYJƥJ I LSSHMI JSV PMXXPI

KMVPW SV FS]Wŷ page 58

This cute boat bib

MW E VIEP SRI�FEPP

wonder! Page 68

A cosy jacket (with

IEVW� JSV ]SYV PMXXPI

teddy bear, page 30

Hours of va-va-voom
fun with our racing

GEV TPE]WIXŷ Page 37
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Projects

14

6

6 Adventure awaits                                              
A classic knit in chevron cable and Irish 
moss stitch for your little explorer

14 In the pink                                              
This double-breasted and oh-so-pretty 
pink cardie will keep baby snug

18 Birds of a feather                                          
/RMX�YT�SHHQIRXW�SJ�]EVR�MRXS�E�ƥSGO�SJ�
feathered friends to decorate the nursery

20 Snake eyes                                              
Our intarsia snake is entwined around the 
sleeve of this snuggly unisex sweater 

26 Cutie pie                                     
This adorable set of mittens and booties 
make the ideal gift for a newborn

30 Tangerine dream                                              
Ann Franklin is the designer behind this 
cabled baby hoodie in bright orange yarn, 
complete with teddy ears!

37 Play set collection                                              
Hours of fun in the nursery with Angela 
Turner’s road play mat and matching cars 
38 Baskets of fun 
40 Baby on board 
42 Road trip play mat

47 Making waves                                              
*MSRE�+SFPIŭW�ƤWLXEPI�GSGSSR�ERH�
matching hat set is right off the scale

50 Baby buttons                                              
Knitted in wool, silk and cashmere, this 
cosy shawl-collared cardie is perfect for 
your little one’s spring wardrobe

55 Hanging around                                              
Snuggle up to our silver-haired sloth toy 
with his strokeable fur and smily face! 

58 Toggle time                                              
%�WX]PMWL�HYJƥI�GSEX�[MXL�[SSHIR�XSKKPIW

e pie

February 2018
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Also this issue...
11 Letters 12 Best buys 64 Brush up your needle skills! 75 Trends 76 Ask our experts

78 Back issues 86 How to knit �Ѵ Stockists 90 Last word: Fiona Goble 91 Next issue

68 Ahoy there
With just one ball of yarn, you can keep
baby dry and comfy in this boat bib

70 Precious pastels
% FIEYXMJYP GEVHMI MR ƤRI *EMV -WPI WX]PI��
knitted up in pretty pastel shades

79 7TVMRK ƥMRK
In softly striped yarn, this comfy hooded
sweater will keep out those winter chills

84 All fair and square
Knit a beautiful patchwork-style throw
for the nursery in a rainbow of colours
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Cable-moss umper

D
enim blue and soft cream

make a perfect pairing in

this jumper. They’re such

classic colours for boys’ sweaters

and are often used for nautical

stripes, but we are loving the more

modern colour-block effect on this

stylish knit! The cream sections

are worked in Irish moss stitch,

while the blue yoke uses a funky

zigzag cable pattern – baby will

love the different textures! All the

edgings are knitted in single rib,

too, for a comfy, easy-on jumper.

About this yarn
Stylecraft Wondersoft DK
100% acrylic

294m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£3.59, for stockists call 01484 848435

or visit www.stylecraft-yarns.co.uk

Adventure awaits

Top Tip
You could knit this all in 
one colour if you prefer – 
the textures will still add 

interest to the jumper

Your little explorer will look and feel fantastic in  

this sweater, featuring two lovely snuggly textures 

and contrasting colours, too. By Jo Allport 
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The Denim shade has a 

slightly marled effect for

extra depth and interest

Make a 

statement 

with zigzag 

cables!
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Cable jumper
You will need
■ Stylecraft Wondersoft DK in:

Double Cream (shade 1348)  

x 1 (1: 1: 2: 2: 2) balls

Denim (shade 1312)

x 1 (1: 1: 1: 1: 1) ball

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3)

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ Cable needle

■ 2 stitch holders

■ 3 buttons, 2cm (¾in) in diameter

Measurements
■ See sizing guide

Tension
■ Irish moss stitch: 21 sts and 35 rows

to 10cm (4in) over pattern using 4mm 

(UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ Cable pattern: 30 sts and 32 rows to

10cm (4in) over pattern using 4mm  

(UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

Abbreviations
■ C4F: Cable 4 front

Slip 2 sts to cable needle and hold at 

front, k2; k2 from cable needle

■ C4B: Cable 4 back

Slip 2 sts to cable needle and hold at 

back, k2; k2 from cable needle

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements Birth 3 mths 6 mths 12 mths 24 mths 36 mths

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 44 47 50 54 56

in 16 17¼ 18½ 19¾ 21¼ 22

Actual
measurements

cm 47 50 54 58 62 65

in 18½ 19¾ 21¼ 22¾ 24½ 25½

Length to
shoulder

cm 23 26 28 31 33 36

in 9 10¼ 11 12 13 14

Sleeve length
cm 15½ 16½ 19 20½ 21½ 24

in 6 6½ 7½ 8 8½ 9½

8 LO V E K N IT T I N G

Cable-moss umper

Pattern stitches
Single rib

Row 1 K1, *p1, k1; rep from * to end.

Row 2 P1, k1, p1; rep from * to end.  

Irish moss stitch

Worked over an odd number of sts and 4 

rows.

Row 1 K1, *p1, k1; rep from * to end.

Row 2 P1, *k1, p1; rep from * to end.

Row 3 P1, *k1, p1; rep from * to end.

Row 4 K1, *p1, k1; rep from * to end.

Cable pattern

Worked over multiples of 16 sts and 6 rows.

Row 1 (RS)��/���'�&��'�*��O���VIT�JVSQ���XS�

end.

Row 2 and all WS rows Purl.

Row 3 �/���'�&��O���'�*��O���VIT�JVSQ���XS�

end.

Row 5��'�&��O���'�*��VIT�JVSQ���XS�IRH���

Pattern note
An allowance of 1 st around all edges has 

been included for sewing up. 

Jumper
Back
**Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and

Yarn A, cast on 51 (55: 59: 63: 67: 71) sts.

Work in single rib across all sts for 3cm 

(1¼in), ending with a WS row.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

work in Irish moss st across all sts from 

row 1.

Work in patt as set until work measures 12

(14.5: 14.5: 17: 18: 20)cm [5¾ (5¾: 6½: 7: 

7¾)in], ending with a RS row.  

Work the following increase row:

Next row (WS) P2 (2: 2: 4: 4: 4), *m1, k2; rep

from * to last 1 (1: 1: 3: 3: 3) sts, m1, k1 (1: 

1: 1: 3: 3). 76 (82: 88: 92: 98: 104) sts

'LERKI XS =EVR�&�ERH�[SVO�MR�GEFPI�TEXXIVR�

as follows:

Row 1 (RS) K6 (1: 4: 6: 1: 4), (cable pattern

Row 2 across 64 (80: 80: 80: 96: 96) sts, k6 

(1: 4: 6: 1: 4).

Row 2 P6 (1: 4: 6: 1: 4), (cable pattern row

2 across 64 (80: 80: 80: 96: 96) sts, p6 (1: 4: 

6: 1: 4).

These 2 rows set the position of the pattern:

the central 64 (80: 80: 80: 96: 96) sts worked

in cable pattern and the edge 6 (1: 4: 6: 1: 4)

sts worked in st-st (knit on the RS and purl 

on the WS).**

'SRX MR TEXX EW WIX YRXMP [SVO QIEWYVIW ��

(26: 28: 31: 33: 36)cm [10¼ (11: 12¼: 13: 14)

in], measured from the cast-on edge and

ending at the end of row 2 or 4 (WS row).

Shape shoulders

'EWX SJJ �� ���� ��� ��� ��� �� WXW EX XLI

beg of the next row. Slip the next 46 (48:

50: 54: 56: 58) sts onto a stitch holder (the

central sts), then re-join yarn at the neck

edge and work in single rib across the rem 

15 (17: 19: 19: 21: 23) sts.

Now change to 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3)

needles and continue in single rib until

single rib section measures 2cm (¾in), 

ending with a WS row. 

'EWX�SJJ�MR�TEXXIVR�

*VSRX
Work from ** to ** as for the Back.

'SRX�MR�TEXX�EW�WIX�YRXMP�[SVO�QIEWYVIW  
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Cable-moss jumper

17 (20: 22: 25: 27: 30)cm [6¾ (7¾: 8¾: 9¾:

10¾: 11¾)in], measured from the cast-on

edge and ending at the end of row 2 or 4 

(WS row).

Shape left neck

Next row (RS) Pattern across 20 (22: 24: 24:

26: 28) sts, turn and put the rem sts onto a

holder or spare needle. Work with these 20 

(22: 24: 24: 26: 28) sts.

Next row (WS) P1, p2tog, p to end.

Next row (RS) Patt to end.

Rep these 2 rows 4 more times. 15 (17: 19: 

19: 21: 23) sts.

Work 2 rows straight in patt as set.

'LERKI XS ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW

and single rib across all sts as follows:

Work 4 rows.

It’s in the detail
It’s unusual to see two different

stitch patterns worked in two boldly 

contrasting colours as we see

here. The moss stitch is worked

ƤVWX MR GVIEQ ]EVR� ERH XLIR FPYI

is brought in for the striking zigzag 

cable pattern on the yoke. The

moss stitch sleeves are knitted

separately and sewn in at the end. 

Top Tip
Remember to change
to smaller needles for
the single-rib sections,

as this will create  
a more snug fit

Buttonhole row (RS) Patt 3 (4: 5: 5: 6: 7),

k2tog, yo, patt 4 (5: 5: 5: 6: 7), k2tog, yo, patt 

4 (4: 5: 5: 5: 6).

'SRX MR WMRKPI VMF EW WIX YRXMP JVSRX QIEWYVIW�

the same as the back to the shoulder

(excluding single rib so that the ribbing

sections overlap when sewing up).  

'EWX�SJJ�MR�TEXXIVR�

Shape right neck

With RS facing, leave the central 36 (38: 40:

44: 46: 48) sts on the holder, and joining

yarn at the neck edge, patt to end. 20 (22: 

24: 24: 26: 28) sts

Next row (WS) P to last 3 sts, p2togtbl, p1.

Next row (RS) Patt to end.

Rep these 2 rows 4 more times. 15 (17: 19: 

19: 21: 23) sts

This yarn is machine

washable so a cream

colour is no problem! 

ElmeKamel.ir
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Cable-moss umper

'SRX WXVEMKLX MR GEFPI TEXXIVR EW WIX YRXMP

front measures the same as the back to  

the shoulder.

'EWX�SJJ�EPP�WXW����

Sleeves (make 2)
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and

Yarn A, cast on 27 (27: 29: 29: 31: 31) sts.

Work in single rib across all sts for 2cm 

(¾in), ending with aWS row.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

work in Irish moss st across all sts from 

row 1.

Work in patt as set for 4 rows.

On the next row, commence sleeve incs  

as follows:

Sleeve inc row (RS) K1, m1, patt to last st, 

m1, k1. (inc of 2 sts).

Work increased sts in pattern.

Rep this sleeve inc row every 4th row until

there are 39 (43: 47: 51: 55: 57) sts. Then

work straight in patt as set until sleeve 

measures 15.5 (16.5: 19: 20.5: 21.5: 24)cm

[6 (6½: 7½: 8: 8½: 9½)in], ending with aWS

row and measured from the cast-on edge. 

'EWX�SJJ�EPP�WXW����

Making up
Weave in ends and block each piece lightly 

if required. Sew right shoulder seam.

*SV XLI RIGOPMRI� ;MXL 67 JEGMRK� =EVR % ERH

3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, and starting

at the front, pick up and knit 13 sts along

the left neckline, (including the single rib

section), knit the 36 (38: 40: 44: 46: 48) sts

from the front holder as follows: k1 (5: 1: 1:

6: 1), *k2tog, k2 (1: 2: 2: 1: 2); rep from * to

last 3 (6: 3: 3: 7: 3) sts, k2tog, k1 (4: 1: 1: 5: 

1). 27 (28: 30: 33: 34: 36) sts

Pick up and knit 13 sts along the right neck,

knit the 46 (48: 50: 54: 56: 58) sts from the

back stitch holder as follows: k4 (5: 2: 4: 1:

2), *k2tog, k2; rep from * to last 6 (7: 4: 6:

3: 4) sts, k2tog, k4 (5: 2: 4: 1: 2). 36 (38: 38: 

42:42: 44) sts.) And pick up and knit 6 sts

along the single rib section. 95 (98: 100: 

107: 108: 112) sts

Work in single rib as follows:

Row 1 (WS) P1 (0: 0: 1: 0: 0), *k1, p1; rep 

from * to end.

Row 2 (RS) *K1, p1; rep from * to last 1 (0, 

0: 1: 0: 0) st, k1 (0: 0: 1: 0: 0).

Work row 1 once more.

Buttonhole row (RS) Patt 3 sts, yo, k2tog,

TEXX XS IRH� 'SRX MR WMRKPI VMF EW WIX JSV

another 4 rows, ending with aWS row.  

'EWX SJJ MR TEXXIVR SR XLI 67�

Assemble left shoulder by overlapping the

single rib sections so that the buttonhole 

row is on top.Measure from each

shoulder down the side seams 9 (10: 10.5:

11.5: 12.5: 13)cm [3½ (4: 4¼: 4½: 5: 5¼)in]

and mark these points. Sew the sleeve cap 

between markers. Sew sleeve and

side seams.Weave in ends. Sew buttons  

to buttonband. 

Single rib is great
for collars as it’s
slightly stretchy 
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Reader letters

Share your baby knits with us for a chance to

win a fabulous knitting prize…

We’d love to hear all about what you’ve been knitting!

Your Knits! Star letter
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Pretty jacket
I made this jacket by Val Pierce

from issue 47 for the great-niece

SJ E JVMIRH� -XŭW XLI ƤVWX XMQI -ŭZI

IZIV PMRIH E NEGOIX ERH EHHIH

spots! I really enjoyed knitting the

pattern. I used Stylecraft DK in

yellow and white and it took me

about a month to make. My mum

taught me to knit when I was

JSYV ERH - LEZIRŭX WXSTTIH WMRGI�

I taught myself to read patterns

as my mum had forgotten how to

HS XLIQ� -ŭQ �� RS[� WS -ŭZI FIIR

knitting a long time!

Jill Rivett, Facebook

Amanda says The lining on your

Thumbs up
I was delighted that the

,E]ƤIPH &EF] &PSWWSQ

Chunky yarn I was using was

recommended in the October

issue. It knitted up beautifully

ERH LIVI MW Q] PSZIP] KVERH�

daughter wearing it. I always

read your Q&A pages and it

[EW RMGI XS KMZI XLI ŬXLYQFW

up’ to your recommendation.

Christine Matthews, by letter

Amanda says Thank you, Christine!

We love your granddaughter’s cardie.

Christine’s

pretty Baby

Blossom jacket

Knitted in

the round for

the new twins

Rebecca’s lacy
knitted set for
the new arrival

In the Loop... Don’t forget to share your baby knits with us for your chance to feature in the magazine and win prizes…gazine and win prizes

Love Knitting for Baby, 2nd Floor Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN  loveknitting@immediate.co.uk www.facebook.com/loveknittingmagazine/                 

Win prizes!
This issue’s star letter

WINS £50 worth of

gorgeous Peter Pan

Petite Fleur DK yarn and

a collection of Peter Pan

patterns for babies.

Special Christmas
- ORMXXIH E 2EXMZMX] JSV E JVMIRH ũ MXŭW

the fourth set so far. The pattern is

Jean Greenhowe’s Christmas Special.

I like to use Stylecraft Special Double

/RMX JSV XS] QEOMRK� [MXL E KSSH ƤRMWL

NYWX VMKLX JSV XLI ƤVI�VIXEVHERX XS]

WXYJƤRK� -ŭZI FIIR ORMXXMRK JSV ]IEVW

since my children were young and

- RS[ LEZI KVERHGLMPHVIR XS ORMX JSV��

I also like to knit for charity.

Kathryn Swanson, Facebook

Amanda says Great work, Kathryn!

New skill mastered
I chose this hat pattern for my brother

and partner who are expecting twins!

-ŭZI FIIR ORMXXMRK JSV E JI[ ]IEVW RS[

but still feel a bit of a beginner, but the

TEXXIVR LEW STXMSRW JSV ORMXXMRK ƥEX SV

in the round. I decided to knit them in

the round with the help of YouTube

XYXSVMEPW XS PIEVR LS[ XS ŬNSMRŬ MR XLI

VSYRHŭ� -ŭQ ZIV] LETT] [MXL XLI VIWYPXW

and the new skills are a bonus!

Emma Foster, by email

Amanda says Well done for learning 

this new technique, Emma!

Ready and waiting
I made this lacy set for a baby whose

EVVMZEP [IŭVI EPP PSSOMRK JSV[EVH XS��

It’s by Cute-n-Cuddly Designs, and  

I knitted it in Sirdar Simply Recycled

DK, a beautiful yarn to knit with. The

set is now waiting for our special baby

to come along and model it! 

Rebecca Latham-Ryder, Facebook

Amanda says What a lovely layette!

ElmeKamel.ir
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Catch up with all the latest knitting news,

best buys and crafty dates for your diary…

Little star
From Linda Whaley’s Pure Hand Knits collection,

this tiny preemie hat is the perfect gift for a

newborn who’s arrived a little early. With a garter

WXMXGL WXEV QSXMJ� +EFVMIP MW ORMXXIH ƥEX SV MR XLI

round in 4ply yarn. Also available in slightly larger

sizes (newborn, 0-2 months and 2-8 months).

Pattern, £3.20. To buy, go to 

www.lindawhaley.co.uk

Sweet Cecily
Adapted from an original knitting pattern from the 1930s,

this vintage-style elephant makes a loveable companion

for your baby. The kit contains everything you need to knit

Cecily and sew her together, including a blend of cream

4SVXPERH [SSP ERH &PEGO ;IPWL1SYRXEMR [SSP� WXYJƤJ RK�

sewing needle, pattern and instructions, plus a gingham

ribbon to add an extra touch of old-fashioned charm to

the completed elephant.

Kit, £25. To buy, go to www.charlieandhannah.co.uk 

Toy time
Gift Horse Kits never fail

to make us smile, and

we’re head over heels for

the latest addition to their

cuddly toy collection. With

her soft, squishy tail and

sleepy face, this little mergirl

is the perfect bedtime buddy

for your baby. The kit comes 

with all you need to bring her

to life, and since she’s made 

using very simple stitches,

she’s perfect for a beginner

knitter. You can choose

whether to give her a bun 

or bunches, too!

Kit, £15. To buy, go to

www.gifthorsekits.co.uk

Best buys

Easy peasy
When an easy knit is what you need, this garter 
stitch jacket and hat in Debbie Bliss’s soft, 
strokeable and super luxurious Cashmerino 
Aran has a pop of colour on the pocket lining 
and the hat for a contemporary twist.  
DBO pattern download, £3.95 from  

www.debbieblisshome.com

Squeak, squeak!
/RMXXIH MR XLI ƥYJJ]
new Peter Pan yarn,
this mouse cardie is so
cosy – in six soft shades
from Kitten to Kiss!
Pattern, £2.99. Peter

Pan Precious Chunky,

£2.99, 50g (75m) ball.

For stockists go to

www.tbramsden.co.uk 

12 LOVE  K N IT T ING
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Dates
for your diary

21 January

Waltham Abbey 

Wool Show

Waltham Abbey,

Essex

Hand-dyed yarns, plus

demos and workshops.

www.walthamabbey 

woolshow.co.uk

1-3 February

The Creative Craft 

Show

Eventcity,

Manchester

The latest supplies and

ideas from the world of 

wool and stitching!

www.stitchandhobby.

co.uk

16-18 February

Unravel

Farnham, Surrey

A three-day festival with

handspun yarns, talks,

and workshops. 

http://craft.

farnhammaltings.

com/portfolio/unravel-

festival-knitting/

25-26 February

Women with Wool 

Retreat

Chagford, Devon

A knitters’ getaway in the

Dartmoor countryside.

www.womenwithwool.

co.uk

Think pink
Stylecraft have just launched a

brand new baby yarn, Bambino

DK, and as if that wasn’t

enough, they’re also treating

us to a collection of sweet new

patterns – perfect for showing

off the super-soft 100% acrylic 

yarn. Our favourite is this

adorable hooded garter stitch

jacket, in this soft, powdery

pink. There are seven other

pastel shades including

Clotted Cream, Vintage Blue 

and Sage.

Bambino DK, £3 per 100g

(268m) ball. Patterns, £3

IEGL� 8S ƤRH E WXSGOMWX KS XS

www.stylecraft-yarns.co.uk 

or call 01535 609798

Fit for a queen
We like to think that

if Her Majesty settled

down to a spot of 

knitting, she’d use one

of these cute corgis to

measure the thickness

of her yarn. Laser-cut,

then hand-sanded for

a smooth, snag-free

ƤRMWL� XLMW [VETW�TIV�

inch tool is a handy

addition to your kit.

WPI tool, £12. To buy,
https://ysolda.

Polar paws
Amy Philip’s award-

winning Button and Blue only

YWIW�XLI�ƤRIWX�

REXYVEP�ƤFVIW�

for her modern, 

minimalist baby 

designs. We 

love this mitten kit, which contains everything 

you need, all wrapped up in a printed project

bag. It’s for sizes up to 3 years, with access to 

online video tutorials to learn as you go.  

Kit, £30. To buy, go to www.etsy.com/ 
shop/buttonandbluestore

New book
With 29 designs for

boys and girls, King

Cole’s Baby Book 8 is 

bursting with stripes,

sweet motifs and fun-

to-knit textures, in the

beautifully soft baby

yarns, Baby Alpaca DK

and Cottonsoft DK.

There are slipovers,

dungarees, jackets and

blankets, with pattern

sizes from newborn to 

seven years.

Pattern book, £6.99.
8S ƤRH E WXSGOMWX KS XS
www.kingcole.com or
call 01756 703670

C

go to https://ysold
com

hi h i h

Complete kits for baby with online tutorials

ElmeKamel.ir
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Girl’s jacket

A
jacket that’s comfy like

a cardigan, but a little

bit cosier and a smidge

smarter... that’s what we love

about this gorgeous pattern! Val

Pierce has used textured stitches

and turned-back cuffs to give

her jacket even more warmth

and thickness, so you can be

sure baby is wrapped up snugly

against winter chills on your next

outing. There’s plenty of wiggle

VSSQ� WS PE]IV MX SZIV E ƤRIV ORMX

to really maximise that cosy feel!

About this yarn
West Yorkshire Spinners Bo
Peep Luxury Baby Yarn DK
48% nylon, 52% wool

112m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£3.79, www.woolwarehouse.co.uk

In the pink

Top Tip
Do a test swatch to 

check your tension - it’s a 

good chance to practise 

the pattern, too

Brighten up winter days with this hot pink jacket  

by Val Pierce – the double-breasted design is 

perfect for keeping out the cold, too!

ElmeKamel.ir
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Knitted in a nylon-wool

�FPIRH��XLMW�NEGOIX�MW�ƤRI

 to pop in the wash

Cosy 

double-

breasted 

design!
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Hot pink jacket
You will need
■ West Yorkshire Spinners Bo Peep Luxury 

Baby Yarn DK, 50g in:

Cheeky Chops (shade 210) x 5 (6) balls

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) knitting needles

■ 6 buttons

Measurements 
■ See sizing suide 

Tension
■ 22 sts and 38 rows to 10cm (4in) over

pattern using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ P1B: Purl 1 below

Insert right hand needle into the stitch

1 row below the next stitch, and purl

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Sizes & measurements 0-6 mths 6-12 mths

8S ƤX
chest

cm 56 61

in 22 24

Sleeve seam
(cuffturnedback)

cm 15 19

in 6 7½

Length from
back neck

cm 28 32

in 11 12½

16 LO V E K N IT T I N G

Girl’s jacket

Hot pink jacket
Back
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and A, cast 

on 61 (67) sts.

Work in garter stitch for 7 rows.

'LERKI XS TEXXIVR EW JSPPS[W�

Row 1 Sl1, knit to end.

Row 2 Sl1, purl to end.

Row 3 *K1, p1B, repeat from * to last st, k1.

Row 4 Sl1, purl to end.

8LI PEWX � VS[W EVI VITIEXIH� 'SRXMRYI YRXMP

work measures 18 (20)cm, ending on a purl 

row.

Shape armholes

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX�XLI�FIK�SJ�XLI�RI\X���VS[W��

51 (57) sts

'SRXMRYI WXVEMKLX MR TEXXIVR�YRXMP�EVQLSPI�

measures 10 (12)cm.

Shape shoulders

'EWX SJJ � �� WXW EX FIK SJ RI\X � VS[W�

'EWX SJJ � �� WXW EX FIK SJ RI\X � VS[W�

Leave rem 25 (25) sts on a stitch holder

Sleeves (make 2 alike)
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and A, cast 

on 34 (36) sts.

Work in garter st for 8 (10)cm.

Work in pattern as on back, bringing 

increased sts into pattern.

Now inc at each end of next and every

following 4th (6th) row to 48 (52) sts.

'SRXMRYI WXVEMKLX MR TEXXIVR YRXMP [SVO

measures 19 (24)cm, ending on a wrong 

side row.

'EWX�SJJ�PSSWIP]�

Left front
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and A,  

cast on 43 (47) sts.

Work 7 rows garter stitch.

Begin pattern

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2 K4, purl to end.

Row 3 *K1, p1B, rep from * to last 5 sts, k5.

Row 4 K4, purl to last st, k1.

Work in pattern with garter-st border until

piece measures same as back to armholes,

ending on the same pattern row as on the 

back.

Shape armhole

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX FIK SJ RI\X VS[� �� ��� WXW

'SRXMRYI MR TEXXIVR YRXMP [SVO QIEWYVIW ���

(27)cm from start, ending on a WS row.

Shape neck

Next row Pattern 16 (18) sts and slip these 

sts onto holder, work to end.

Now decrease 1 st at neck edge on every 

row until you have 14 (16) sts.

Keeping pattern correct, continue until work

measures the same as back to shoulder, 

ending at armhole edge.

Shape shoulder

'EWX SJJ � �� WXW� TEXXIVR XS IRH�

Next row Work in pattern.

'EWX SJJ VIQEMRMRK�WXW��

Fasten off.

Buttons

Mark positions for three pairs of buttons on 

PIJX JVSRX EW JSPPS[W�

8LI ƤVWX TEMV ��� ����GQ JVSQ RIGO IHKI�

8LI RI\X TEMV � ��GQ FIPS[ XLI ƤVWX TEMV�

The last pair 5 (6)cm below the second pair. 

Right front
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and A, cast 

on 43 (47) sts.

Work 7 rows garter stitch

Top Tip
For a two-tone jacket,

try knitting the edgings,
cuffs and collar in  
Piglet or Rascal

ElmeKamel.ir
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Girl’s acket

&IKMR TEXXIVR�

Row 1 Knit

Row 2 Purl to last 4 sts, k4.

Row 3 K4, * k1, p1B, rep from * to end.

Row 4 Purl to last 4sts, k4.

Work in pattern with garter-st border until

piece measures same as back to armholes,

ending on the same pattern row as on the

back, and remembering to add buttonholes 

EW JSPPS[W�

Buttonhole row Pattern 6 sts, yrn twice,

work 2 tog, pattern 13 (15) sts, yrn twice, 

work 2 tog, pattern to end. 

Shape armhole

'EWX SJJ �WXW EX FIK SJ RI\X VS[� �� ��� WXW

'SRXMRYI MR TEXXIVR YRXMP [SVOQIEWYVIW ���

(27)cm from start, ending on a RS row.

Shape neck

Pattern to last 16 (18) sts, slip these sts

onto a holder and cont on remaining sts.

It’s in the detail
The sleeve cuffs are worked in

garter stitch for 8 (10)cm and

turned back to create a nice chunky

cuff to complement the collar. This

makes the sleeves versatile – you

can turn them down again if baby’s

hands are cold, or as she grows, to

make the jacket last a bit longer.

Decrease 1 st at neck edge on every row 

until 14 (16) sts remain.

Work in pattern until piece measures same 

as back to shoulder.

Shape shoulder

'EWX SJJ � �� WXW� TEXXIVR XS IRH�

Next row Work in pattern.

'EWX SJJ VIQEMRMRK�WXW�  

Fasten off. 

'SPPEV
Join shoulder seams neatly.

Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and

with right side facing, slip 16 (18) sts from

right front onto needle, now pick up and

knit 13 (15) sts up right neck, 25 (25) sts

from back neck, pick up and knit 13 (15) sts

down left neck, work across sts from holder. 

83 (91) sts

Next row Knit.

Next row 'EWX SJJ �� ��� WXW� ORMX�XS�PEWX����

��� WXW� 'EWX SJJ XLIWI WXW�

Rejoin yarn to remaining 51 (55) sts.

Work 2 rows in garter stitch.

Shape collar

Next row Knit to last 14 sts, turn.

Next row Sl1, knit to last 14 sts, turn.

Next row Sl1, knit to last 12 sts, turn.

Next row Sl1, knit to last 12 sts, turn.

Next row Sl1, knit to last 10 sts, turn.

Next row Sl1, knit to last 10 sts, turn.

Next row Sl1, knit to last 8 sts, turn.

Next row Sl1, knit to last 8 sts, turn.

Next row Knit.

Work 4 rows garter stitch across all sts.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

work a further 14 (16) rows in garter stitch.  

'EWX�SJJ�JEMVP]�PSSWIP]�

To make up
Work in ends on all pieces.Mark centre

point of sleeve and fold in half with right

sides together. Pin sleeve to armhole,

matching centre point of sleeve to

shoulder seam. Sew neatly. Repeat with

other sleeve. With right sides together,

join side and sleeve seams. Sew buttons

on to correspond with buttonholes. Turn 

back cuffs on sleeve.

Choose six
matching buttons
to finish off this
double-breasted 

jacket

ElmeKamel.ir
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Birds of
a feather

These cute little feathered

friends can be knitted up in

no time to decorate your little

one’s nursery. By Nicki Trench

Perfect
for those

oddments
of leftover 

yarn

ElmeKamel.ir
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Bird bunting
You will need
■ Cascade Cherub DK, 50g in: 

Jade (shade 13) x 1 ball

Orchid (shade 15) x 1 ball

Boy Blue (shade 28) x 1 ball

Grey (shade 17) x 1 ball for the cord  

and tassel

■ Very small amounts of black and yellow 

DK yarns

■ Small amount of 100% polyester toy 

ƤPPMRK

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting needles

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US D-3) crochet hook 

(or one of a similar size)

■ Yarn sewing needle

■ Large-eyed embroidery needle

Measurements
■ Each bird measures 9cm across

Tension
■ 25 sts and 34 rows to 10cm (4in) over 

st-st using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) 

knitting needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Nursery decoration

About this yarn
Cascade Cherub DK
55% nylon, 45% acrylic 

165m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£2.60, for stockists visit

www.cascadeyarns.com

Knit these birds

in shades to match

your baby’s nursery

BIRD
First side
Using 3.25mm needles, cast on 15 sts.

Row 1 Inc, k to last 2 sts, inc, k1. 17 sts

Row 2 Purl.

Row 3 K1, m1, k to last st, m1, k1. 19 sts

Row 4 Purl.

Rep rows 3-4, 3 times more.* 25 sts

Beg with a k row, work 6 rows in st st.

Row 17 'EWX SJJ �� WXW� O XS IRH� �� WXW

Beg with a p row, work 5 rows in st-st.

**Row 23 K1, k2tog, k to last 3 sts, ssk, k1.  

9 sts

Row 24 P2tog, p5, p2tog. 7 sts

Row 25 K1, k2tog, k1, ssk, k1. 5 sts

'EWX�SJJ�T[MWI�

Second side
;SVO EW JSV ƤVWX WMHI XS ��

Beg with a k row, work 5 rows in st-st.

Row 16 'EWX SJJ �� WXW T[MWI� T XS IRH� ���WXW

Beg with a k row, work 6 rows in st-st.

;SVO�EW�JSV�ƤVWX�WMHI�JVSQ����XS�IRH�

To make the cords
Using the crochet hook and grey yarn, make

four lengths of crochet chain: 20cm long

chain for the top and three 8cm long chains.

Leave tails of yarn at the start and end of each 

chain for sewing.

To make the tassel
;VET KVI] ]EVR EVSYRH JSYV ƤRKIVW

approximately 20 times. Ease the yarn off

ƤRKIVW ERH GYX XLI PSSTW SRGI XS QEOI E

bundle of yarn lengths. Tie the yarn tail from

one of the smaller chain lengths (see above)

around the centre of the lengths, so the chain

butts right up to the lengths. Hold the chain so 

that the lengths hang downward. Tie a short

length of grey yarn round the lengths, about

1cm down from the top of the tassel, tying it

as tightly as possible. Trim the yarn loops to 

complete the tassel.

To make up
Place the two pieces for each bird, right  

sides together.

Oversew around the outer edge, leaving the

PS[IV IHKI STIR JSV XYVRMRK ERH WXYJƤRK�

Turn the piece right sides out. Stuff fairly

lightly and close the lower edge using

mattress stitch. Using the yarn double,

embroider the wings in chain stitch using the

photograph as a guide. Using black yarn, work

French knots for the eyes. Using yellow yarn, 

work French knots for the beaks.

Join the birds together with the lengths of

crochet chain, sewing the tails of yarn at the

ends of the chains to the tops and bottoms

of the birds. Make sure the long length is

attached to the top bird and the tassel is at

the bottom. Form the free end of the top 

length into a loop for hanging.

;IEZI�MR�EPP�PSSWI�IRHW�XS�ƤRMWL�

T
his delicate trio is knitted

in a supersoft nylon and

acrylic yarn that comes

in lots of baby-friendly shades.

Each tiny bird uses such a small

amount, they’re a great way of 

using any small leftovers of yarn.

In simple stocking stitch with the

minimum of shaping, they come

together so quickly.We’re sure

]SYŭPP FI XIQTXIH XS ORMX E ƥSGO�

Keep well out of baby’s reach. 

More ideas
Cute and Easy

Little Knits: 35

Quick and Quirky

Projects You’ll

Love to Make by

Nicki Trench, CICO Books, rrp £12.99. 

Photography © CICO Books 2017 

ElmeKamel.ir
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Snake jumper

K
ids will adore this novelty

knit, especially if they’re

fascinated by animals,

or reptiles in particular. Our snake

is a very friendly fellow, knitted in

huggably soft yarn that’s much

nicer to touch than the real thing!

If you’ve never tried intarsia

knitting before, then this is a great

TVSNIGX JSV ]SYV ƤVWX EXXIQTX� EW

the chart is simple to work in just

X[S GSPSYVW� 3RGI ]SYŭZI ƤRMWLIH

the knitting, simply add the facial

features to really bring him to life!

About this yarn
Sirdar Snuggly DK
55% nylon, 45% acrylic

165m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£2.99, for stockists visit

www.sirdar.co.uk

Snake eyes

Top Tip
Embroider the snake 
features with a blunt 

darning needle so you don’t 
snag your knitted stitches

Jo Allport’s playful jumper uses the intarsia 

technique with a touch of hand embroidery for extra 

detail – it’s wonderfully warm and ssssnuggly, too!

ElmeKamel.ir
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Carefully chosen shades 

of lime green and jade

 work perfectly together

Novelty  

knit for 

animal 

lovers!

The snake pattern 
is carried over 

from the front of 
the jumper to  

the sleeve
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Snake jumper
You will need
■ Sirdar Snuggly DK, 50g in:

Wobble (shade 403) x 2 (2: 2: 3: 3: 4) 

balls – A

Little Gem (shade 454) x 1 ball – B

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ 2 sew-on googly eyes, approx. 12mm in 

diameter

■ Scraps of red and black yarn for the 

eyes and tongue

■ 4 place markers

■ 2 stitch holders

Measurements
■ See sizing guide

Tension
■ 22 sts and 28 rows to 10cm over st-st

using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements Birth 3 mths 6 mths 12 mths 24 mths 36 mths

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 44 47 50 54 56

in 16 17¼ 18½ 19¾ 21¼ 22

Actual
measurements

cm 49 53 56 60 65 67

in 19¼ 21 22 23¾ 25½ 26½

Actual
length

cm 21 24 27 29 31 34

in 8¼ 9½ 10½ 11½ 12¼ 13½

Sleeve length
cm 15½ 16½ 19 20½ 21½ 24

in 6 6½ 7½ 8 8½ 9½

22 LO V E K N IT T I N G

Snake jumper

Snake jumper
Pattern note
An allowance of 1 st around all edges has

been included for sewing up. When working

the front and left sleeve intarsia patterns, use

separate balls of yarn for each colour block.

Back
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and Yarn 

A, cast on 56 (60: 64: 68: 74: 76) sts.

Work in Single Rib as follows across all sts for

3cm (1¼in), starting with row 1 and ending 

with a WS row:

Row 1 (RS)*K1, p1; rep from * to end.

Row 2 As row 1.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ ��97 � RIIHPIW ERH

work in st-st across all sts from row 1 for 52

(60: 68: 74: 80: 88) rows, ending with a WS 

row.  

Shape shoulders

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� �� ��WXW�EX�XLI�FIK SJ  

the next 2 rows.

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� �� � WXW�EX�XLI�FIK SJ  

the following 2 rows.

Put the rem 30 (32: 34: 36: 38: 40) sts onto  

a holder.

Front
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and

Yarn A, cast on 56 (60: 64: 68: 74: 76) sts.

Work in Single Rib across all sts for 3cm

(1¼in), starting with row 1 and ending with  

a WS row.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ ��9/ � RIIHPIW ERH

work in st-st across all sts from row 1.

Work 0 (8: 16: 22: 28: 36) rows straight.  

'SQQIRGI[SVOMRK MR 7REOI &SH] -RXEVWME

Pattern on the next row as follows in the 

colours as per the chart:

Row 1 (RS) Snake Body chart row 1 across 48

sts, PM, using Yarn A, k8 (12: 16: 20: 26: 28).

Row 2 Using Yarn A, p8 (12: 16: 20: 26: 28),

SM, Snake Body chart row 2 across 48 sts.

These 2 rows set the position of the pattern.

'SRX MR TEXX YRXMP �� VS[W SJ XLI 7REOI &SH]

Intarsia pattern have been completed, ending 

with a WS row.

'SRX MR TEXX�EW�WIX�ERH�WLETI�XLI�RIGOPMRI�EW�

follows:

Shape left neckline

Next row (RS) Patt 17 (18: 19: 20: 22: 22) sts, 

turn and put rem sts onto a holder.

Dec 1 st at the neck edge on every WS row

until there are 13 (14: 15: 16: 18: 18) sts 

remaining.

'SQTPIXI XLI 7REOI &SH] -RXEVWME 4EXXIVR�

then using Yarn A only work another 2 rows 

straight in st-st, ending with a WS row. 

Shape shoulder

'EWX SJJ � ��� �����������WXW�EX�XLI�FIK�SJ�XLI�

next row.

Work one row, then cast off rem sts.   

Shape right neckline

With RS facing, leave the central 22 (24: 26: 28:

30: 32) sts on the holder and patt to end. 17 

(18: 19: 20: 22: 22) sts.

Dec 1 st at the neck edge on every WS row

until there are 13 (14: 15: 16: 18: 18) sts 

remaining.   

ElmeKamel.ir
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Snake jumper

It’s in the detail
Single rib is used for the cuffs,

neckband and hem of this jumper.

It’s a really easy pattern stitch to

JSPPS[ ERH XLI ƤRMWLIH JEFVMG LEW

a large amount of stretch. Not only

does this make the garment more

comfortable for baby, it also means

XLEX XLI NYQTIV MW RMGIP] ƤXXIH EW

well as easy to take on and off.  

'SQTPIXI XLI 7REOI &SH] -RXEVWME 4EXXIVR�

then using Yarn A only work another 3 rows 

straight in st-st, ending with a RS row. 

Shape shoulder

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� �� ��WXW�EX�XLI�FIK  

of the next row.

Work one row, then cast off rem sts.   

Left sleeve
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and Yarn 

A only, cast on 28 (28: 30: 30: 32: 32) sts.

Work in Single Rib for 2cm (¾in), ending with 

aWS row.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

work in st-st in Yarn A, working sleeve incs  

ƤVWX SR VS[ ��

Inc row (RS) K1, M1, k to last st, M1, k1.  

(inc of 2 sts)

Work this inc row on every foll 4th row

until there are 40 (44: 48: 52: 58: 60) sts.

At the same time, place Snake Sleeve

Intarsia Pattern as follows, in the colours  

as per the chart:

1st, 2nd and 6th sizes only

(Stitch count will already be 30 (32: 46) sts.

Row 5 (9: 29) (RS): K0 (1: 8), PM, Snake

Sleeve chart row 1 across 30 sts, PM, k0 (1: 8).

3rd , 4th and 5th sizes only

(Stitch count will already be 36 (38: 42) sts.

Row 15 (19: 23) (RS) K1,M1, k2 (3: 5), PM,

Snake Sleeve chart row 1 across 30 sts, PM, 

k2 (3: 5), M1, k1. 38 (40: 44) sts  

All sizes

Next row (WS) P0 (1: 4: 5: 7: 8), SM, Snake

Sleeve chart row 2 across 30 sts, SM, p0 

(1: 4: 5: 7: 8).

These 2 rows set the position of the Snake 

Sleeve Intarsia Pattern.

'SRX [MXL XLI WPIIZI MRGW ERH [SVO XLI

intarsia pattern between the place markers.  

'SQTPIXI XLI MRXEVWME TEXXIVR� IRHMRK  

[MXL�E�;7�VS[��'EWX�SJJ�EPP�WXW���

If you prefer, blanket stitch

circles of felt in place of

the plastic eyes for safety

ElmeKamel.ir
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Snake jumper

Snake body
intarsia chart
Key

= RS: knit

WS: purl

■ = Wobble

■ =  Little Gem

Sew on the

snake’s tongue

when you’ve made

up the jumper 

ElmeKamel.ir
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Snake jumper

Right sleeve
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and Yarn 

A only, cast on 28 (28: 30: 30: 32: 32) sts.

Work in Single Rib for 2cm (¾in), ending with 

a WS row.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

[SVO MR WX�WX MR�=EVR�%��[SVOMRK�WPIIZI�MRGW�ƤVWX�

on row 3:

Inc row (RS) K1, M1, k to last st, M1, k1. (inc 

of 2 sts)

Work this inc row on every foll 4th row until

there are 40 (44: 48: 52: 58: 60) sts and 36

(40: 46: 50: 54: 60) st-st rows have been 

completed, ending with a WS row.   

'EWX�SJJ�EPP�WXW���

To make up
Neckband

Block pieces lightly. Sew right shoulder seam.

With RS facing, 3.25mm (US 3, UK 10) needles

and Yarn A, pick up and knit 12 sts along left

neck, knit the 22 (24: 26: 28: 30: 32) sts from

the front holder, pick up and knit 12 sts along

the right neck, then knit the 30 (32: 34: 36: 38:

40) sts from the back holder. 76 (80: 84: 88: 92: 

96) sts

Work in Single Rib across all sts until

neckband measures 3cm (1¼in), ending  

with a RS row.

'EWX SJJ MR TEXX SR XLI;7�

Sew left shoulder seam.   

Measure from the left shoulder seam along

each side seam 9 (10: 10.5: 11.5: 12.5: 13.5)

cm [3.5 (4: 4¼: 4½: 5: 5½)in], and place a 

marker at these points.

Insert the sleeve top between these two

points, matching the snake tail to the body.

Using the black yarn, sew eyes and tongue

in red yarn on the front, using the image  

as a guide.

Sew side and sleeve seams. Weave in

any other ends. See the yarn ball band for 

further care instructions.

Snake sleeve
intarsia chart
Key

= RS: knit

WS: purl

■ =Wobble

■ = Little Gem
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Cutie pie
Our fairy-pink mittens and booties make the

sweetest gift for baby. By Julie Ferguson

Quick to

knit for

a new

arrival!
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Mittens
& booties
You will need
■ Phildar Super Baby, 25g in Rose (shade 

0152) x 2 balls (for the set)

■ 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) knitting needles

■ 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) crochet hook

■ Tapestry needle 

■ 4 buttons

■ 4 bows (optional)

■ Stitch holder

Measurements
■ 8S�ƤX�����QSRXLW

Tension
■ 28 sts and 40 rows to 10cm (4in) over

patt using 3mm (UK 11, US 3/2) needles

Abbreviations
■ sl1 – slip 1 stitch from the left needle to 

the right knitwise

■ sl1p – slip 1 stitch from the left needle 

to the right purlwise

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Mittens & booties

About this yarn
Phildar Super Baby
70% acrylic, 30% wool

107m per 25g

Hand wash at 30°C

£3.25, www.loveknitting.com

BOOTIES

Left bootie
Sole

Using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles, cast 

on 39 sts.

Knit 2 rows.

Mark the centre stitch.

Row 1 K1, m1, k to within one st of marked

stitch, m1, k3, m1, k to last stitch m1, k1.

Row 2 Knit.

Repeat rows 1-2 twice more. 51 sts

Knit 2 rows.

Upper

Knit 1 row.

Row 1 Purl.

Row 2 K1, *yfwd, sl1p, yb, k1, repeat from * 

to the end of the row.

Repeat rows 1-2 twice more.

Purl 1 row.

Shape top of shoe

Next row K1, (yfwd, sl1p, yb, k1) 9 times,

sl1, k1, psso, (yfwd, sl1p, yb, k1) 4 times,

yfwd, sl1p, yb, k2tog, (k1, yfwd, sl1, yb,) 9 

times, k1. 49 sts

Next and every alt row Purl.

Next row K1, (yfwd, sl1p, yb, k1) 9 times,

sl1, k1, psso, k1, (yfwd, sl1p, yb, k1) 3 times,

k2tog, (k1, yfwd, sl1, yb) 9 times, k1. 47 sts

Next row K1, (yfwd, sl1p, yb, k1) 9 times,

sl1, k1, psso, (yfwd, sl1p, yb, k1) twice, yfwd,

sl1p, yb, k2tog, (k1, yfwd, sl1, yb) 9 times, 

k1. 45 sts

Next row K1, (yfwd, sl1p, yb, k1) 9 times, sl1,

k1, psso, yfwd, sl1p, yb, k1, yfwd, sl1p, yb, 

k2tog, (k1, yfwd, sl1, yb,) 9 times, k1. 43 sts

Next row K1, (yfwd, sl1p, yb, k1) 9 times,

sl1, k1, psso, k1, k2tog, (k1, yfwd, sl1, yb)  

9 times, k1. 41 sts

Next row Sl1, k1, psso, (k1, yfwd, sl1p, yb)

8 times, k1, k3tog, (k1, yfwd, sl1, yb) 8 times, 

k1, k2tog. 37 sts

Next row K7, cast off 23 sts, k7.

Break yarn **

7PMT ƤVWX � WXW SRXS E WXMXGL LSPHIV�

Rejoin yarn to remaining 7 sts, cast on 16 

sts to make strap.

K16, then k7, then k7 from stitch holder to 

join shoe at back heel. 30 sts

Knit 1 row.

A
set of mittens and

booties makes a classic 

new-baby gift, and

one that every new parent will

appreciate. Put love and care

into each stitch of these patterns

– there’s a lot going on in many 

of the rows, so make sure you

follow the repeats carefully, and

check when to knit from your

stitch holders for happy results.

For a boy’s version, use a different

colour yarn and replace the bows 

with a small button or tassel. 

A row of double

GVSGLIX MW YWIH XS ƤRMWL

the edge of the sole
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Mittens & booties

Make buttonhole in strap

Next row K2tog, yo, knit to the end of  

the row.

Knit 2 rows.

Cast off.

Right bootie
Work as for left bootie to **

K7, cast on 16 sts to make strap, place 7 sts 

on stitch holder.

K16, then k7, then k7 from stitch holder to 

join shoe at back heel. 30 sts

Knit 1 row.

Make buttonhole in strap.

Next row K2tog, yo, k to the end of the row.

Knit 2 rows.

Cast off.

Sew back heel seam and centre sole seam.

Work 1 row of dc with 3mm crochet hook, 

along last garter ridge of sole. 

Attach buttons and bows. 

Baby mitts
(make two alike)

Using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles, cast 

on 31 sts.

Knit 8 rows.

Row 1 K1, *yfwd, sl1p, yb, k1, repeat from * 

to the end of the row.

Row 2 Purl.

Repeat rows 1-2, sixteen more times.

Next row K1, *k2tog, repeat from * to the 

end of the row. 16 sts

Next row Purl.

Next row *K2tog, repeat from * to the end 

of the row. 8 sts

Next row Purl.

Break yarn, thread through remaining

WXMXGLIW� TYPP YT XMKLXP]�ERH�ƤRMWL�SJJ�  

Sew side seams.

Attach buttons and bows.

Top Tip
Prevent the decorative

ribbons from fraying by
adding a dab of clear nail 

varnish to the ends

8LMW FVIEXLEFPI ]EVR

will keep baby cosy

FYX�RSX�XSS�LSX
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Stunning Striping Effect | Super Chunky

80% Acrylic, 20% Wool | 12 Colourways

Now available from
Hobbycraft | Wool Warehouse | Black Sheep | Colemans Craft Warehouse | The Silk Road | Woolly Giraffe

Kisko Fabrics | CraftWorld Northern Ireland | Peach Unicorn | The Range | Readicut

Plus many more

NEW
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Cabled hoodie

T�
his classically-styled 

button-up hoodie is 

decorated with stylish 

GEFPMRK�JSV�E�XI\XYVIH�ƤRMWL��8LI�

chunky aran panel features on the 

front and sleeves, while the hood 

and back are worked in stocking 

stitch, with the addition of teddy 

bear ears on the hood for a fun 

touch! Designer Ann chose orange, 

but this yarn comes in 19 other 

shades from traditional Grey and 

Navy to more adventurous greeny 

'EVHEQSQ�ERH�[EVQ�2YXQIK�

About this yarn
WYS Aire Valley DK
75% wool, 25% nylon  

230m per 100g

1EGLMRI�[EWL�EX���¢'

£4.99, for stockists call 01535 664  

500 or visit www.wyspinners.com

Tangerine dream
Knit little ones Ann Franklin’s sweet classic hoodie 

with a rich aran pattern and ear-warming hood, 

adorned with cute-as-a-button teddy bear ears

Top Tip
Remember to follow the 

care instructions on the ball 

band to keep the hoodie 

in tip-top condition

ElmeKamel.ir
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Choose buttons that 

work well with your

chosen yarn colour

A perfect 
addition 

to baby’s wardrobe
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Hoodie
You will need
■ WYS Aire Valley DK, 100g in:

Orange x 3 (4: 5) balls – A 

Pink x 1 (1: 1) ball – B

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ Cable needle

■ 4 buttons, 1.75cm (¾in) diameter

■ Stitch holder

Tension
■ 22 sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ C2F: Cable 2 front

Slip next st to cable needle and hold at 

front, k1; k1 from cable needle 

■ C2B: Cable 2 back

Slip next st to cable needle and hold at 

back, k1; k1 from cable needle

■ C4F: Cable 4 front

Slip 2 sts to cable needle and hold at 

front, k2; k2 from cable needle

■ C4B: Cable 4 back

Slip 2 sts to cable needle and hold at 

back, k2; k2 from cable needle

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements 6 mths 12 mths 18 mths

8S ƤX

chest

cm 41 46 51

in 16 18 20

Actual

measurements

cm 46 52 57

in 18 20½ 22½

Length to

shoulder

cm 26 30 34

in 10¼ 11¾ 13½

Sleeve length

cm 15 17 20

in 6 6½ 8
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Cabled hoodie

HOODIE
Back

;MXL ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW�ERH�]EVR�

%� GEWX SR �� ���� �� WXW�

Row 1 (RS) �/�� T� XS XLI PEWX WX� O���

Row 2 �4�� O� XS XLI PEWX WX� T��

Work 6 more rows in single rib as set in rows 

����

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW� ERH

beginning knit, work in st-st until work meas 

����������GQ��IRHMRK�[MXL�E�;7�VS[�

Shape armholes

'EWX SJJ � WX EX IEGL�IRH�SJ�XLI�RI\X���VS[W��

�� ���� �� WXW

Continue in st-st without shaping until work

QIEWYVIW �� ���� ��GQ JVSQ�XLI�FIKMRRMRK�

SJ XLI EVQLSPI WLETMRK�

'EWX SJJ �� ���� �� WXW�EX�XLI�FIKMRRMRK�SJ�

XLI RI\X � VS[W�

0IEZI�VIQ������������WXW�SR�E�WXMXGL�LSPHIV�

Left front

;MXL ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW�ERH�]EVR�

%� GEWX SR �� ���� �� WXW�

;SVO � VS[W MR WMRKPI VMF EW KMZIR JSV XLI FEGO�

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW�

Row 9 /� ���� ����T���'�*��T���'�*��O���'�&��

T�� '�&� T��

Row 10�/���T���O���T����O���T���O���T�������

���

Row 11 /� ���� ����T���'�*��T���O���'�*��'�&��

O�� T�� '�&� T��

Row 12�/���T���O���T����O���T���O���T�������

���

Row 13 /� ���������T���'�*��T���O���'�&��O���

T���'�&��T��

Row 14�/���T���O���T����O���T���O���T�������

���

Rows 9-14 WIX TEXXIVR ERH EVER TERIP�

Keeping the pattern and aran panel as set,

GSRXMRYI YRXMP [SVOQIEWYVIW�����������GQ��

IRHMRK�[MXL�E�;7�VS[�

Shape armhole

Next row /�XSK� [SVO�XS�IRH�SJ�XLI�VS[��

�� ���� �� WXW

Next row ;SVO XS XLI�PEWX���WXW��T�XSKXFP��

�� ���� �� WXW

6IT XLI PEWX � VS[W�X[MGI�QSVI�  

�� ���� �� WXW

Continue without shaping until work

QIEWYVIW � ��� ��GQ JVSQ XLI FIKMRRMRK SJ

XLI�EVQLSPI�WLETMRK��IRHMRK�[MXL�E�67�VS[�

Shape neck

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� WXW MR TEXXIVR� TEXXIVR�XS�XLI�

IRH SJ XLI VS[� �� ���� �� WXW

Next rowWork in pattern to the last 2 sts, 

[SVO � XSK� �� ���� �� WXW

Next rowWork 2 tog, work to the end of the 

VS[� �� ���� �� WXW

Continue in st-st without shaping until work

QIEWYVIW �� ���� ��GQ JVSQ�XLI�FIKMRRMRK�

SJ XLI EVQLSPI WLETMRK�

'EWX�SJJ�MR�TEXXIVR�

Right front

;MXL ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW�ERH�]EVR�

%� GEWX SR �� ���� �� WXW�

;SVO � VS[W MR WMRKPI VMF EW KMZIR JSV FEGO�

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW�

Row 9�4���'�*��T���'�*��O���'�&��T���'�&��T���
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Cabled hoodie

It’s in the detail
The ears are a light-hearted design

detail. If you prefer to reserve the

hoodie for formal occasions, you

could either leave the ears off or

make them detachable – simply

stitch them in a way that’s easy to

unpick. If you omit them, you won’t

need to buy the pink shade, making

the hoodie a more economical make.

O� ���� ���

Row 10 4� ���� ��� O�� T�� O�� T��� O�� T�� O��

Row 11 4�� '�*� T���O���'�*��'�&��O���T���'�&��

T�� O� ���� ���

Row 12 4� ���� ��� O�� T�� O�� T��� O�� T�� O��

Row 13 4�� '�*��T���O���'�&��O���T���'�&��T���

O� ���� ���

Row 14 4� ���� ��� O�� T�� O�� T��� O�� T�� O���

Rows 9-14 WIX TEXXIVR ERH EVER TERIP�

Keeping the pattern and aran panel as set,

GSRXMRYI YRXMP [SVOQIEWYVIW�����������GQ��

IRHMRK�[MXL�E�;7�VS[�

Shape armhole

Next row�;SVO�XS�XLI�PEWX���WXW��O�XSK��

�� ���� �� WXW

Next row 4�XSK� [SVO�XS�XLI�IRH�SJ�XLI�VS[��

�� ���� �� WXW

6IT XLI PEWX � VS[W�X[MGI�QSVI��

�� ���� �� WXW

Continue without shaping until work

QIEWYVIW � ��� ��GQ JVSQ XLI FIKMRRMRK SJ

XLI�EVQLSPI�WLETMRK��IRHMRK�[MXL�E�;7�VS[�

Shape neck

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� WXW MR TEXXIVR� TEXXIVR�XS�XLI�

IRH SJ XLI VS[� �� ���� �� WXW

Next rowWork in pattern to the last 2 sts, 

[SVO � XSK� �� ���� �� WXW

Next row Work 2 tog, work to the end of the 

Work buttonholes in
the front edging, and
adjust for button size 

if necessary

Top Tip
To ensure the pieces
fit together perfectly,
block each one to the

measurements given before 
sewing the seams
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Cabled hoodie

VS[� �� ���� �� WXW

Continue in st-st without shaping until work

QIEWYVIW �� ���� ��GQ JVSQ�XLI�FIKMRRMRK�

SJ XLI EVQLSPI WLETMRK�

'EWX�SJJ�MR�TEXXIVR�

7PIIZIW �FSXL EPMOI
;MXL ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW�ERH�]EVR�

%� GEWX SR �� ���� �� WXW�

Work 10 rows in single rib as given for the 

FEGO�

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW�

Row 11 /JF� O� ��� �� T�� '�*� T�� '�*� O��

'�&� T�� '�&� T�� O� ��� �� �� ���� �� WXW

Row 12 4� �������O���T���O���T����O���T���O���

T� ��� ��

Row 13 /� ��� �� T�� '�*� T���O���'�*��'�&��

O�� T�� '�&� T�� O� ��� ��

Row 14 4� �������O���T���O���T����O���T���O���

T� ��� ��

Row 15 /JF� O� ��� �� T�� '�*� T�� O�� '�&� O���

T�� '�&� T�� O� ��� �� OJF� �� ���� �� WXW

Row 16 4� ��������O���T���O���T����O���T���O���

T� ��� ���

Rows 11-16 WIX TEXXIVR ERH EVER TERIP�

Continue as set, inc 1 st at each end of foll

�XL ��VH� �VH VS[� XLIR IZIV] JSPP �XL ��XL�

�XL VS[ YRXMP������������WXW�EVI�SR�XLI�

RIIHPI�

-RG � WX EX IEGL IRH IZIV] JSPP �XL ��XL� �XL

VS[ YRXMP �� ���� �� WXW EVI SR XLI RIIHPI�

Work without shaping until work measures

�� ���� ��GQ�SV�PIRKXL�VIUYMVIH��IRHMRK�[MXL�

E�;7�VS[�

Shape top

;SVO � ��� � VS[W� HIG � WX EX�IEGL�IRH�SJ�

IZIV] VS[� �� ���� �� WXW

'EWX SJJ � ��� � WXW MR TEXXIVR EX XLI

FIKMRRMRK SJ XLI RI\X���������VS[W��

�� ���� �� WXW

'EWX SJJ � ��� � WXW MR TEXXIVR EX XLI

FIKMRRMRK SJ�XLI�RI\X���������VS[W����WXW

'EWX�SJJ�

Borders
For a boy

Right front border

;MXL 67 JEGMRK� YWMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 �

RIIHPIW ERH ]EVR %� TMGO YT ERH�ORMX���������

�� WXW EPSRK XLI JVSRX IHKI�

Work 7 rows in single rib, as given for the 

FEGO�

'EWX SJJ�

Mark positions for 5 buttons, spaced evenly 

EPSRK�XLI�FSVHIV�

Left front border

;MXL 67 JEGMRK� YWMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 �

RIIHPIW ERH ]EVR %� TMGO YT ERH�ORMX���������

�� WXW EPSRK XLI JVSRX IHKI�

Work 3 rows in single rib, as given for the 

FEGO�

Row 4Work in single rib, making

buttonholes to match the positions marked 

JSV FYXXSRW MR XLI JSPPS[MRK�[E]�  

=S� [SVO � XSK�

;SVO�E�JYVXLIV���VS[W�MR�WMRKPI�VMF�

Top Tip
For looser edges at the

cuffs and hem, try
moss stitch instead 

of ribbing

The cabling makes this

hoodie into a classic

garment to cherish
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Cabled hoodie

'EWX�SJJ�

For a girl

;SVO XLI PIJX�LERH FSVHIV ƤVWX ;-8,398

buttonholes, then work the right-hand border,

adding buttonholes to this side, rather than 

XLI�PIJX�

,SSH

4PEGI XLI �� ���� �� WXW PIJX SR E LSPHIV JVSQ�

XLI FEGO SR SRI SJ XLI �QQ �9/ �� 97 �

RIIHPIW� ;MXL 67 JEGMRK� YWMRK �QQ �9/ ��

97 � RIIHPIW ERH ]EVR %� GEWX SR �� ���� ��

WXW� [SVO EGVSWW �� ���� �� WXW PIJX JVSQ XLI

FEGO� MRGVIEWMRK F] � ��� � WXW IZIRP] EGVSWW�

XLIWI WXW� XYVR� GEWX�SR������������WXW�

�� ���� �� WXW

Beginning with purl, continue working in st-st

YRXMP LSSH QIEWYVIW�����������GQ��IRHMRK�

[MXL�E�;7�VS[�

Shape top

Next row 'EWX SJJ �� ���� �� WXW��ORMX�XS�XLI�

IRH SJ XLI VS[� �� ���� �� WXW

Next row 'EWX SJJ �� ���� �� WXW��TYVP�XS�XLI�

IRH SJ XLI VS[� �� ���� �� WXW

Continue in st-st until top portion is long

enough to match the cast off edge of the 

WMHIW ?�� �������GQA�

'EWX�SJJ�

Hood border

Join the sides of the centre portion of the

hood to the cast-off edges of the sides of the 

LSSH�

;MXL 67 JEGMRK� YWMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 �

RIIHPIW ERH ]EVR %� TMGO YT ERH ORMX �� ����

�� WXW EPSRK XLI VMKLX WMHI SJ LSSH� �� ����

�� WXW JVSQ XLI GEWX�SJJ IHKI SJ GIRXVI XST�

ERH �� ���� �� WXW EPSRK�XLI�PIJX�LERH�WMHI��

�� ����� ��� WXW

Work 7 rows in single rib as given for  

XLI FEGO�

'EWX�SJJ�

Ears

Inner ear (both alike)

;MXL �QQ �9/ �� 97���RIIHPIW�ERH�]EVR�&��

GEWX SR �� WXW�

Row 1 (RS) /RMX�

&IKMRRMRK [MXL TYVP� WX�WX � VS[W�

Row 7 /�XSKXFP� O XS PEWX � WXW� O�XSK�����WXW

Row 8 and every alt row�4YVP�

Row 9 /�XSKXFP� O XS PEWX � WXW� O�XSK� � WXW

Row 11 /�XSKXFP��O�XS�PEWX���WXW��O�XSK����WXW

Row 12 4YVP�

'EWX�SJJ�

Outer ear (both alike)

;MXL �QQ �9/ �� 97���RIIHPIW�ERH�]EVR�%��

GEWX SR �� WXW�

Row 1 (RS) Knit

&IKMRRMRK [MXL TYVP� WX�WX � VS[W�

Row 9 /�XSKXFP� O XS PEWX � WXW� O�XSK�����WXW

Row 10 and every alt row 4YVP�

Row 11 /�XSKXFP� O XS PEWX � WXW� O�XSK� �� WXW

Row 13 /�XSKXFP��O�XS�PEWX���WXW��O�XSK����WXW

Row 14 4YVP�

'EWX�SJJ�

To make up

.SMR XLI WLSYPHIV WIEQW�

Sew the sleeves into the armholes,

matching the centre of the sleeve top  

XS XLI WLSYPHIV WIEQ�

.SMR XLI WMHI ERH WPIIZI WIEQW�

Sew the hood in position, having the hood

border ends halfway across the front borders 

SR IEGL WMHI ERH IEWMRK XLI LSSH XS ƤX�

With RS together, sew the inner ear to the

SYXIV IEV� PIEZMRK XLI FSXXSQ IHKIW STIR�

Turn to the RS and the sew the ears to the 

XST SJ XLI LSSH�

Sew buttons onto the front border to match 

XLI�FYXXSRLSPIW��
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Work the hood in simple

stocking stitch and add

the ears afterwards
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Get ready for the new 

season with Love

Crochet's collection of 

adorable projects

Your latest Love Crochet is packed with

25 gorgeous, quick and cute makes

XS GVSGLIX� ;I�ZI ƤPPIH XLI MWWYI [MXL

speedy projects in soft, sumptuous

yarns and bright, pretty hues.Whether

you're keen to hook a sweet, retro-style

vest with granny squares, want pompom

t-shirt yarn baskets or fancy a go at some

adorable amigurumi animal projects

– we have got it covered! Plus our

crochet expert, Joanne Scrace begins a

series of Tunisian crochet tutorials, we

meet creative and crafty designer Kate

Hancock, and we have all the latest news

from the wonderful world of yarn craft! 

Take a look today!

SIMPLY TAP HERE TO 
SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE

TAP 
HERE

 for more 
info

Save when you subscribe to the digital edition

Get Love Crochet delivered direct to your device
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Play set collection
Share some fun with your little one when you knit Angela Turner's cute

cars and play mat, plus a handy basket to keep them all in. Brmm brmm!

Park and
drive the

cars on the
play mat!
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Tuck your cars and mat inside this stripy basket

once playtime is over – it’s tidy-up time everyone! 

Perfect
for storingother toys, 

too!

Baskets of fun
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Basket
You will need
■ Stylecraft Special Aran, 100g in: 

Aspen (1422) x 1 ball

White (1001) x 1 ball

Saffron (1081) x 1 ball

Lipstick (1246) x 1 ball

Graphite (1063) x 1 ball

Meadow (1065) x 1 ball

■ 5mm (UK 6, US 8) knitting needles

■ Embroidery needle

Measurements
■ Basket base approx. 25x25cm

Height approx. 23cm (excluding 

handles)

Tension
■ 18 sts and 24 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 5mm (UK 6, US 8) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Car collection

About this yarn
Stylecraft Special Aran  
100% acrylic

196m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£1.89, for stockists call 01484 848435  

or visit www.stylecraft-yarns.co.uk

BASKET
Using 5mm (UK 6, US 8) needles and Aspen, 

cast on 160 sts. 

Knit 4 rows.

'LERKI XS 7EJJVSR ERH ORMX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS 0MTWXMGO ERH ORMX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS 1IEHS[ ERH ORMX �� VS[W�

'LERKI XS +VETLMXI ERH ORMX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS 7EJJVSR ERH ORMX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS +VETLMXI ERH ORMX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS 7EJJVSR ERH ORMX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS +VETLMXI ERH ORMX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS 1IEHS[ ERH ORMX �� VS[W�

'LERKI XS 0MTWXMGO ERH ORMX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS 7EJJVSR ERH ORMX � VS[W�

Next row /��� GEWX�SJJ����WXW��O����GEWX�SJJ�

�� WXW� O���

Next row K30, cast on 30 sts, k60, cast on 

30 sts, k30. 180 sts

/RMX � QSVI VS[W�

'LERKI XS %WTIR�ERH�ORMX���VS[W�

'EWX�SJJ�

Base
Using 5mm (UK 6, US 8) needles and Aspen, 

cast on 40 sts.

Knit 64 rows.

'EWX�SJJ�

To make up
Press basket lightly. Sew back seam

together, taking care to match stripes. Pin

base to basket, ensuring seam is at centre

back. Sew pieces together and tie in all

loose ends. Turn right side out and press

ƤRKIVW�MRXS�GSVRIVW�XS�IRWYVI�FEWI�MW�ƥEX�

K
nitted toys have an

old-fashioned charm,

and this set is sure to

appeal to all ages with its simple

designs and gorgeous colours!

Once baby starts to sit up and

hold onto things, they'll love the 

play mat with road markings and

XLI ƤZI WUYMWL] ORMXXIH GEVW ũ WS

stimulating with bright colours

and stripes.We've even got a

lovely basket in which to store

your toys when baby’s tucked up

in bed after a busy day of play. 

Top Tip
To make a taller basket,

just increase the number

of rows worked using

Meadow. The base will  

be unaffected

We'd quite like one

of these stripy bags

for ourselves, too!
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Let little ones loose with

XLMW ƥIIX SJ WSJX� WUYMWL]

and oh-so adorable

knitted cars. Beep beep!

Cute baby
gift – knit
one in a

weekend! 

Baby on 
board

ElmeKamel.ir
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Car collection 

Cars
You will need
■ Stylecraft Special Aran, 100g in: 

Aspen (1422) x 1 ball

White (1001) x 1 ball

Saffron (1081) x 1 ball

Lipstick (1246) x 1 ball

Meadow (1065) x 1 ball

Spice (1711) x 1 ball

Plum (1061) x 1 ball

■ 3mm (UK 11) knitting needles

■ Embroidery needle

■ 24 wooden buttons

■ Yarn bobbins (optional)

■ Toy stuffing

Measurements
■ Approx. 12.5x10cm (5x4in)

Tension
■ 26 sts and 34 rows to 10cm (4in) over 

st-st, using 3mm (UK 11) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

About this yarn
Stylecraft Special Aran  
100% acrylic

196m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£1.89, for stockists call 01484 848435  

or visit www.stylecraft-yarns.co.uk

CAR
7MHI �QEOI � EPMOI
Using 3mm (UK 11) needles and Aspen, 

GEWX SR �� WXW�

/RMX � VS[W�

'YX ]EVR� PIEZMRK E ��GQ ���MR XEMP�

Next row K6, bring yarn to front of work, put

]EVR SRXS E RIIHPI ERH XLVIEH XLVSYKL ƤVWX

button, pull up button tightly, place yarn to

FEGO SJ [SVO� O��� VIT [MXL �RH�FYXXSR��O���

Rejoin yarn and knit to end.

St-st 6 rows.

Next row /�XSK��ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��O�XSK�  

�� WXW

Next row Purl.

6IT PEWX � VS[W EKEMR� �� WXW

Next row /�XSK� O�� YWMRK;LMXI�O����YWMRK�

%WTIR O�� O�XSK� �� WXW

Next row 4�� YWMRK�;LMXI�T����YWMRK  

Aspen p4.

Next row 'EWX SJJ �WXW� O� �� %WTIR WXW SR

RIIHPI� YWMRK;LMXI�O����YWMRK�%WTIR ORMX�

to end. 18 sts

Next row 'EWX SJJ � WXW� T�� YWMRK�;LMXI�

T��� YWMRK %WTIR T�� �� WXW

Keeping colours correct, st-st 6 rows.

'SRX MR %WTIR SRP]�

Next row Knit.

Next row 4�XSK��TYVP�XS�PEWX���WXW��T�XSK�  

14 sts

'EWX�SJJ�

Edge
(Top, sides and base knitted in one piece)

Using 3mm (UK 11) needles and Aspen, 

cast on 8 sts.

Knit 4 rows.  

7X�WX �� VS[W�

Next row /�� YWMRK�;LMXI�O���YWMRK  

%WTIR O��

Keeping colours correct, st-st 7 rows.

'SRX MR %WTIR SRP]�

7X�WX �� VS[W�

Next row�/���YWMRK�;LMXI�O���YWMRK�%WTIR�

O��

Keeping colours correct, st-st 7 rows.

'SRX MR %WTIR SRP]�

7X�WX �� VS[W�

Knit 4 rows.

St-st 34 rows.

'EWX�SJJ�

To make up
Starting at front g-st edge, sew seams

around car, leaving base open. Tie in all

loose ends securely. Turn right side out.

7XYJJ [MXL XS] ƤPPMRK� E PMXXPI EX E XMQI� 7I[

WIEQ EPSRK FEWI��EHHMRK�WSQI�I\XVE�ƤPPMRK�

as you go.

1EOI ƤZIQSVI GEVW MR XLI WEQI [E] YWMRK

Lipstick, Spice, Plum, Meadow and Saffron 

instead of Aspen.

Top Tip
Use a length of yarn
to sew the buttons on
even more securely  

once finished

The cars are worked in

three separate pieces

and sewn together
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Road trip!
Baby will love this colourful play mat, with

road markings and parking spaces for hours 

SJ�JYR��%�WXVMT]�FSVHIV�ƤRMWLIW�XLI�PSSO 

Use as a
play mat ora snuggly

blanket
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Car collection

PLAY MAT
Using 5mm (UK 6, US 8) needles and Aspen, 

cast on 117 sts. 

Knit 4 rows.

'LERKI XS 7EJJVSR ERH ORMX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS 0MTWXMGO ERH ORMX � VS[W�

4YX ƤVWX � WXW SRXS E WX LSPHIV�

UsingMeadow, knit to last 7 sts, turn.

Put last 7 sts on a st holder. 103 sts

Next row Purl.

Work a further 18 rows st-st.

�'LERKI XS +VETLMXI ERH [SVO � VS[W WX�WX�

'LERKI XS 7EJJVSR ERH [SVO � VS[W WX�WX�

'LERKI XS +VETLMXI ERH [SVO � VS[W WX�WX�

Next row 9WMRK +VETLMXI O�� �YWMRK;LMXI

k3, using Graphite k3) to last 5 sts, using 

;LMXI�O���YWMRK�+VETLMXI�O��

Play mat
You will need
■ Stylecraft Special Aran, 100g in: 

Aspen (1422) x 1 ball

White (1001) x 1 ball

Saffron (1081) x 1 ball

Lipstick (1246) x 1 ball

Graphite (1063) x 1 ball

Meadow (1065) x 1 ball

■ 5mm (UK 6, US 8) knitting needles

■ Embroidery needle

■ 2 stitch holders

Measurements
■ Approx. 67.5x66cm (26½x26in)

Tension
■ 18 sts and 24 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 5mm (UK 6, US 8) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

T
his play mat is great fun

and will add colour to the

nursery, as well as being 

super soft and cosy. And as if

you needed any more reasons to

knit it, it also makes a fabulous

XIEGLMRK�XSSP�ũ�LIPT�FEF]�W�ƤRI�

motor skills as they use the road

markings to push their cars in a

straight line, and encourage their

numeracy by using the parking

spaces as a counting aid. They’ll

be having so much fun, they won’t 

even realise they’re learning!

Next row 9WMRK +VETLMXI T�� �YWMRK;LMXI

p3, using Graphite p3) to last 5 sts, using 

;LMXI T�� YWMRK +VETLMXI T��

Using Graphite, work 4 rows st-st.

'LERKI XS 7EJJVSR ERH [SVO � VS[W WX�WX�

'LERKI XS +VETLMXI ERH [SVO � VS[W WX�WX�

'LERKI XS 1IEHS[ ERH [SVO ���VS[W�WX�WX�

Rep from * one more time.

'LERKI XS +VETLMXI ERH [SVO � VS[W WX�WX�

Next row 9WMRK +VETLMXI O�� YWMRK;LMXI�

ORMX XS PEWX � WXW� YWMRK +VETLMXI O��

Next row 9WMRK +VETLMXI T�� YWMRK;LMXI�

TYVP XS PEWX � WXW� YWMRK +VETLMXI T��

Using Graphite, st-st 30 rows.

Next row 9WMRK +VETLMXI O�� YWMRK;LMXI�

ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��YWMRK�+VETLMXI�O��

About this yarn
Stylecraft Special Aran  
100% acrylic

196m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£1.89, for stockists call 01484 848435  

or visit www.stylecraft-yarns.co.uk

Swiss-darn white

lines to make parking

spaces for the cars
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Car collection

Next row 9WMRK +VETLMXI T�� YWMRK;LMXI�

TYVP XS PEWX � WXW� YWMRK +VETLMXI T��

'LERKI XS +VETLMXI ERH [SVO � VS[W WX�WX�

'LERKI XS 1IEHS[ ERH [SVO���VS[W�WX�WX�

Put sts on a spare needle.

Return to border sts either side of play mat 

ERH WXEVX [MXL XLI ƤVWX WIX SJ���WXW�

9WMRK %WTIR ORMX � VS[W�

9WMRK 7EJJVSR ORMX � VS[W�

9WMRK 0MTWXMGO ORMX � VS[W�

6IT XLIWI PEWX � VS[W EKEMR�����QSVI�XMQIW��

XLIR ƤVWX � VS[W SRP]�

Put sts on a st holder.

6IXYVR XS ƤREP � WXW SJ FSVHIV EX�SXLIV�WMHI�

ERH [SVO XS QEXGL ƤVWX WMHI�

Using Lipstick knit 4 rows across all sts. 

117 sts

'LERKI XS 7EJJVSR ERH ORMX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS %WTIR�ERH�ORMX���VS[W�

'EWX�SJJ�

To make up
Sew borders to sides of mat, stretching

slightly as you go. Tie in all loose ends

securely. Use a length ofWhite yarn to

swiss-darn a line of vertical sts starting at

XLI ƤVWX WX SJ XLI [LMXI PMRI SJ GEV TEVO ERH

working until you reach the top white line of

mat.Work another line to the inside of this

one. Now miss 15 sts and work another

vertical line of swiss-darned sts on the 16th

stitch. Rep with other lines – miss 15 sts,

work white line on the 16th.When you are 

ƤRMWLIH��]SY�[MPP�LEZI���GEV�WTEGIW�

Top Tip
Avoid knots at the
back of the work

as this will make the
mat uncomfortable 

to sit on

The integrated
handles are nice and

strong for carrying  
all those cars!
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Come and join 
Love Knitting online at 
www.facebook.com/

loveknittingmagazine

Meet other crafters,  
enter exclusive competitions 

and stay in touch with all  
the latest knitting news! 

Get all  

the latest 

updates 

online!
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ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
Call 03330 162 138 and quote ‘Knitting & Crochet Print 1’

Online www.buysubscriptions.com/craftspecial
Lines open weekdays 8am to 8pm and Saturday 9am to 1pm. Overseas please call +44 (0) 3330 162 138.

*EUR price £11.99, ROW price £12.99. All prices include p&p. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

Learn a new craft for the new year! With 164 pages of step-by-step
tutoria s an easy-t -follow pattern , Begin er’s Guide o Knitting
& Crochet i the quicke t way t get c eative with yarn. From first 

sti che  to bea ti ul finished p je t , w  s o  y u o ! 

JUST

£9.99*
inc. P&P
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Making waves
In aqua shades and chunky yarn, this

cosy merbaby cocoon is totally off the 

scale! By Fiona Goble

Perfect
unisex

gift for a
newborn
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Baby cocoon
You will need
■ 'EWGEHI 4EGMƤG 'LYRO]� ���K MR�

'EGXYW �WLEHI �� \ � FEPP ũ %

(YWX] 8YVUYSMWI �WLEHI �� \ � FEPPW ũ &

�4PIEWI RSXI� XLMW [MPP FI WYJƤGMIRX ]EVR

JSV FSXL XLI GSGSSR ERH LEX� -J ]SY EVI

ORMXXMRK XLI GSGSSR SRP]��]SY�[MPP�WXMPP�

RIIH XLMW UYERXMX]

■ �QQ �9/ �� 97 ��~�RIIHPIW

■ 7XMXGL LSPHIV

■ =EVR RIIHPI

Measurements
■ 8S ƤX ��� QSRXLW

■ 'SGSSR� ��GQ ���~MR JVSQ�XLI�XST�XS�

XLI FSXXSQ SJ XLI XEMP

■ ,EX� ��GQ ���~MR�MR�GMVGYQJIVIRGI�

Tension
■ �� WXW ERH �� VS[W XS ��GQ ��MR SZIV

WX�WX YWMRK �QQ �9/ ���97���~�RIIHPIW

Abbreviations
■ *SV�WXERHEVH�EFFVIZMEXMSRW�WII�TEKI���

2SXI� *SV WEJIX] VIEWSRW� XLI FEF] WLSYPH

FI TPEGIH MR XLI GSGSSR WS XLEX XLI XST

IHKI GSQIW EVSYRH�XLI�FEF]ŭW�FSH]��YRHIV�

XLI�EVQTMXW

�� LO V E K N IT T I N G

Baby cocoon

COCOON
Using 7mm (UK 2, US 10½) needles and A, 

cast on 57 sts.

Beg with a knit row, work 5 rows in st-st.

Break A and join in B.

Row 6 Purl.

Row 7 P2, (sl1 pwise, yb, k2, psso, p2) to end.

Row 8 K2, (p1, yrn, p1, k2) to end.

Row 9 P2, (k3, p2) to end.

Row 10 K2, (p3, k2) to end.

Rep rows 7-10 14 times more.

Row 67 P2tog, (sl1, k2tog, psso, p2tog) to 

end. 23 sts.

Row 68 Purl.

Row 69 K1, inc, k to end. 24 sts.

Row 70 P12, put rem 12 sts on holder and 

work on 12 sts on needle only.

*Next row K2, m1, k to last 2 sts, m1, k2.  

14 sts.

Next row Purl.

Rep last 2 rows, 5 times more. 24 sts.

Beg with a knit row, work 4 rows in st-st.

Break B and join in A.

Beg with a knit row, work 2 rows in st-st.

Cast off .

Put sts from stitch holder onto needle and 

rejoin B to WS of work.

Next row Purl.

Rep from * to end.

K
nitted in a chunky

washable yarn that

comes in a fabulous

range of colours, this cocoon is

the chic option for little ones who

want to keep cosy when there’s a

GLMPP�MR�XLI�EMV��[MXLSYX�WEGVMƤGMRK�

their sense of style! The cocoon is

knitted in a decorative twist stitch

that has just enough interest to

keep you on your toes, without

being too tricky. If you’re new to

fancy stitches, then this is the

perfect project to start with!

)EGL WMHI SJ XLI ƤR MW

[SVOIH WMRKP] MR WXSGOMRK

WXMXGL�FIJSVI�QEOMRK�YT
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Baby cocoon

About this yarn
'EWGEHI 4EGMƤG 'LYRO]
60% acrylic, 40% wool

110m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

e����� JSV WXSGOMWXW ZMWMX

[[[�GEWGEHI]EVRW�GSQ

HAT
Using 7mm (UK 2, US 10½) needles and A, 

cast on 42 sts.

Beg with a knit row, work 20 rows in st-st.

Row 21 K2, (sl2, k1, p2sso, k4) 5 times, sl2, 

k1, p2sso, k2. 30 sts.

Row 22 Purl.

Row 23 K1, (sl2, k1, p2sso, k2) 5 times, sl2, 

k1, p2sso, k1. 18 sts.

Row 24 Purl.

Row 25 (Sl2, k1, p2sso) 6 times. 6 sts.

Break yarn, thread through rem sts, pull up, 

and secure.

To make up
Cocoon: TPEGI XLI X[S XEMP ƤR TMIGIW 67

together and oversew the sides and lower

edge. Turn the cocoon the right way out and

sew the side seam using mattress stitch.

Hat: sew the back seam using mattress 

stitch. Weave in loose ends.

8LI GSGSSR ERH

LEX WIX MW JVSQ

Knitted Animal

Nursery F] *MSRE

+SFPI� TYFPMWLIH

F] '-'3 &SSOW��

£12.99.

This stitch looks
like fish scales
and is really
stretchy for a
wriggly baby

Top Tip
Take this knit to another

level if you choose one of the
Pacific Chunky Color Wave 

self-striping yarns 

8LI FIERMI

LEX LEW ER IEW]

VSPPIH�IHKI�FVMQ
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Collared cardi an

T
here’s something so

ƥEXXIVMRK EFSYX E WLE[P

GSPPEV� IWTIGMEPP] [LIR MX

JVEQIW XLI VSW]�VIH GLIIOW SJ E

FSRR] FEF]� &YX XLI GSPPEV MW SRP]

SRI WX]PMWL JIEXYVI SJ XLMW GEVHMKER

JVSQ 7YFPMQI ũ PIXŭW RSX JSVKIX XLI

VEKPER WLSYPHIV WIEQW ERH WLMR]

WPIIZI FYXXSRW� -X EPP EHHW YT XS

GVIEXI EQYWX�ORMX TVSNIGX JSV ER]

FEF] XLMW WIEWSR ũ TIVJIGX JSV

[EPOW MR XLI TEVO� TPE]HEXIW ERH

TEVXMIW� -XŭW WYTIV�WSJX XSS� WS FEF]

[MPP [ERX XS [IEV MX IZIV] HE]�

%FSYX XLMW ]EVR
Sublime Baby Cashmere
Merino Silk 4 Ply
��	 QIVMRS [SSP� ��	 WMPO� �	 GEWLQIVI

���Q TIV ��K

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£5.99, for stockists visit

www.sublimeyarns.com

Baby buttons

Top Tip
Choose some novelty 
buttons to give your 

cardigan a quirky finish 
– animal ones are fun!

9THEXI�FEF]ŭW�[MRXIV�[EVHVSFI�[MXL�E�GSW]�WLE[P�

GSPPEV�GEVHMKER�ũ�XLMW�XMQIPIWW�ORMX�LEW�E�XSYGL�SJ�

WMPO�ERH�E�LMRX�SJ�GEWLQIVI�JSV�I\XVE�WSJXRIWW
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This yarn creates a 

ƤRIV�ORMX�XLER�(/��WS�MXŭW�

RSX�EW�FYPO]�JSV�FEF]

Snuggly 

cardigan  

in four  

sizes! 

The shawl collar  is 
cosy, yet still shows 
off some of baby’s 
outfit underneath

ElmeKamel.ir
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Collared cardigan
=SY [MPP RIIH
■ Sublime Baby Cashmere Merino Silk  

4Ply, 50g in:

Water Lily (shade 005) x 2 (3: 3: 4) balls

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting needles

■ 2.75mm (UK 12, US 2) knitting needles 

■ 8 (8: 9: 9) buttons

1IEWYVIQIRXW
■ See sizing guide

Tension
■ 28 sts and 36 rows to 10cm (4in) over 

st-st, using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) 

knitting needles

%FFVIZMEXMSRW
■ K1 below – insert right hand needle into

the stitch 1 row below the next stitch, 

and knit

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

7M^MRK�KYMHI

Sizes & measurements 0-6 mths 6-12 mths 1-2 years 2-3 years

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 46 51 56

in 16 18 �� ��

%GXYEP
QIEWYVIQIRXW

cm 45 51 55 61

in 17½ �� ��� ��

Length to
WLSYPHIV

cm �� �� �� ��

in 9½ 11 ��~ 15

7PIIZI�PIRKXL
cm 15 15 17 ��

in 6 6½ 8 9½
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Collared cardigan

Shawl-collar cardigan
&EGO
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ����97���RIIHPIW��GEWX�SR�

�� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Row 1 (RS) /RMX�

8LMW VS[ JSVQW KEVXIV WXMXGL�

;SVO � VS[W QSVI MR KEVXIV WXMXGL�

'LERKI XS ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

FIKMRRMRK [MXL E ORMX VS[� GSRXMRYI MR WXSGOMRK�

WXMXGL YRXMP FEGO QIEWYVIW �� ���� ��� ��

GQ ?�� ��� �� �MRA� ƤRMWLMRK EJXIV E TYVP VS[�

WS XLEX XLI 67 SJ XLI [SVO JEGIW ]SY JSV�XLI�

FIKMRRMRK�SJ�XLI�EVQLSPI�WLETMRKW�

Shape raglan

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW EX FIKMRRMRK�SJ�XLI�RI\X�

��VS[W�����������������WXW

For 4th size only

Row 1 /�� WP�� O�� TWWS� ORMX�XS�PEWX�

� WXW� O�XSK� O�� ��� WXW

Row 2 4�� T�XSK��TYVP�XS�PEWX���WXW��T�XSKXFP��

T�������WXW�

For all 4 sizes

Row 1 /�� WP�� O�� TWWS� ORMX XS PEWX���WXW��

O�XSK� O�� �� ������������WXW

Row 2 4YVP�

6S[W ��� WIX VEKPER WLETMRKW�

;SVO �� ���� ��� �� VS[W� HIGVIEWMRK � WX EX

IEGL IRH SJ �WX ERH IZIV] JSPPS[MRK�EPXIVREXI�

VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

'EWX�SJJ�VIQEMRMRK����������������WXW�

Left front
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ����97���RIIHPIW��GEWX�SR�

���������������WXW�

;SVO � VS[W MR KEVXIV WXMXGL�

'LERKI XS ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

FIKMRRMRK [MXL E ORMX VS[� [SVO MR WXSGOMRK

WXMXGL YRXMP PIJX JVSRX QIEWYVIW �� ���� ��� ��

GQ ?�� ��� �� �MRA� ƤRMWLMRK EJXIV E TYVP VS[�

WS XLEX XLI 67 SJ XLI [SVO JEGIW ]SY JSV�XLI�

FIKMRRMRK�SJ�XLI�EVQLSPI�WLETMRK�

Shape raglan

Next row 'EWX SJJ �����������WXW��ORMX�XS�IRH�����

���� ��� �� WXW

Next row�4YVP�

For 4th size only

Row 1 /�� WP�� O�� TWWS� ORMX XS IRH� ��� WXW

Row 2�4YVP�XS�PEWX���WXW��T�XSKXFP��T�������WXW

For all 4 sizes

Row 1 /�� WP���O���TWWS��ORMX�XS�IRH��������������

�� WXW

Row 2 4YVP�

6S[W ��� WIX VEKPER WLETMRK�

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W� HIGVIEWMRK � WX EX VEKPER

IHKI MR �WX ERH JSPPS[MRK �RH���RH���RH����

VS[�����������������WXW

Shape neck

Row 1 /�� WP�� O�� TWWS �VEKPER IHKI� ORMX XS

PEWX � WXW��O�XSK��RIGO�IHKI�����������������

sts

Row 2 4YVP�

6S[W ��� WIX VEKPER ERH RIGO WLETMRKW�

;SVO � ��� ��� � VS[W� HIGVIEWMRK � WX EX IEGL

IRH EW FIJSVI MR �WX ERH IZIV] JSPPS[MRK�������

�RH� �RH VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO����������������VS[W��HIGVIEWMRK���WX�

Top Tip
Keep your cardi in top
condition by washing
on a cold cycle and
leaving flat to dry 

naturally
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EX VEKPER IHKI MR �WX ERH IZIV] JSPPS[MRK

EPXIVREXI VS[ %8 7%1) 8-1) HIGVIEWMRK � WX

EX RIGO IHKI MR �WX ERH�IZIV]�JSPPS[MRK��XL�

VS[�������������WXW

For 3rd and 4th sizes only

Next row 4YVP�

Next row�/���WP���O���TWWS���������WXW�

For all 4 sizes

Next row�4�XSK��*EWXIR�SJJ�

6MKLX JVSRX
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ����97���RIIHPIW��GEWX�SR�

�� ���� ��� �� WXW�

;SVO � VS[W MR KEVXIV WXMXGL�

'LERKI XS ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

FIKMRRMRK[MXL E ORMX VS[� [SVO MR WXSGOMRK

WXMXGL YRXMP VMKLX JVSRX QIEWYVIW �� ���� ���

��GQ ?�� ��� �� �MRA� ƤRMWLMRK EJXIV E ORMX VS[�

WS XLEX XLI;7 SJ XLI[SVO JEGIW ]SY�JSV�XLI�

FIKMRRMRK�SJ�EVQLSPI�WLETMRK�

Shape raglan

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ���������WXW��TYVP�XS�IRH��

���������������WXW

For 4th size only

Row 1 /RMX XS PEWX � WXW� O�XSK� O�� ��� WXW

Row 2 4���T�XSK��TYVP�XS�IRH������WXW

For all 4 sizes

Row 1 /RMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��O�XSK��O���������������

�� WXW

Row 2 4YVP�

6S[W ��� WIX VEKPER WLETMRK�

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W� HIGVIEWMRK � WX EX VEKPER

IHKI MR �WX ERH JSPPS[MRK �RH���RH���RH����

VS[�����������������WXW

-XŭW MR XLI HIXEMP
By knitting into the stitch below (K1

below), you create the attractive

ƤWLIVQERŭW VMF TEXXIVR SR XLI

sleeves of this cardigan. Simply

insert the right needle into the

space below your next stitch, then

knit as normal, allowing the stitch

to fall off the left needle.When you

turn the work over, you will see that

two stitches are wrapped around 

the stitch you just made. 

Shape neck

Row 1 /�XSK �RIGO IHKI� ORMX XS PEWX � WXW�

O�XSK� O� �VEKPER�IHKI�����������������WXW

Row 2 4YVP�

6S[W ��� WIX RIGO ERH VEKPER WLETMRKW�

;SVO � ��� ��� � VS[W� HIGVIEWMRK � WX EX IEGL

IRH EW FIJSVI MR �WX ERH IZIV] JSPPS[MRK�������

�RH� �RH VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO �� ���� ��� �� VS[W� HIGVIEWMRK � WX EX

RIGO IHKI MR �WX ERH IZIV] JSPPS[MRK �XL VS[

%8 7%1) 8-1) HIGVIEWMRK � WX EX VEKPER IHKI

MR �WX ERH IZIV]�JSPPS[MRK�EPXIVREXI�VS[��������

�����WXW

For 3rd and 4th sizes only

Next row 4YVP�

Next row�/���O�XSK��������WXW�

For all 4 sizes

Next row�4�XSK��*EWXIR�SJJ�

6MKLX WPIIZI
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ����97���RIIHPIW��GEWX�SR�

�� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Row 1 /�� ��������������T���O����XMQIW��O���

���� ��� ���

Row 2 /�� ���� ��� �����T���O����XMQIW��T���

O�� ���� ��� ���

Row 3 /�� ���� ��� ��� �O� FIPS[��T����XMQIW��

/� FIPS[� O�� ���� ��� ���

Row 4 /�� ���� ��� �����T���O����XMQIW��T���

O�� ���� ��� ���

'LERKI XS ����QQ �9/�����97���RIIHPIW�ERH�

TVSGIIH EW JSPPS[W��

Row 1 /�� ���� ��� ��� �O� FIPS[��T����XMQIW��

O� FIPS[� O�� ���� ��� ���

Row 2 4�� ��������������O���T����XMQIW��T���

���� ��� ���

6S[ ��� WIX WXSGOMRK WXMXGL�[MXL�SJJ�GIRXVI�~�

ƤWLIVQERŭW VMF TEXX�

�� 'SRXMRYI[MXL TEXX EW WIX ERH [SVO ��

VS[W� MRGVIEWMRK � WX EX IEGL IRH SJ �VH ERH

IZIV] JSPPS[MRK �XL ��XL� �XL� �XL VS[ �XLIVI

[MPP FI � ��� �� � VS[W WXVEMKLX FIX[IIR�IEGL�

MRGVIEWI VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO MR WXSGOMRK WXMXGL JSV�XLI�VIQEMRHIV�SJ�

XLI WPIIZI EW JSPPS[W��

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W [MXLSYX WLETMRK�

;SVO �� ��� ��� �� VS[W� MRGVIEWMRK � WX EX

IEGL IRH SJ �WX ERH IZIV] JSPPS[MRK �XL ��XL�

�XL� �XL VS[ �XLIVI[MPP FI � ��� �� � VS[W

WXVEMKLX FIX[IIR�IEGL�MRGVIEWI�VS[����������

�������WXW�

=SYŭPP PSZI XLI GSQJ]

ƤX�ũ�ERH�WS�[MPP�FEF]
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For 2nd size only

;SVO �� VS[W� MRGVIEWMRK � WX EX IEGL IRH SJ

IZIV] JSPPS[MRK �XL VS[ �XLIVI[MPP FI �� VS[W

WXVEMKLX�FIX[IIR�IEGL�MRGVIEWI�VS[�����WXW

For all 4 sizes

'SRXMRYI[MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP WPIIZI MW ��

���� ��� ��GQ�?����~������~MRA��ƤRMWLMRK�EJXIV�

E�TYVP�VS[�

Shape raglan

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW EX FIKMRRMRK�SJ�XLI�RI\X�

� VS[W� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Next row /�� WP�� O�� TWWS� ORMX XS�PEWX���WXW��

O�XSK� O�� �� ���� �������WXW

Next row 4YVP�

;SVO � ��� �� �� VS[W� HIGVIEWMRK � WX EX IEGL

IRH EW FIJSVI MR �VH ERH IZIV] JSPPS[MRK�������

�� �XL VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO �� ���� ��� �� VS[W� HIGVIEWMRK � WX EX

IEGL IRH EW FIJSVI MR �WX ERH IZIV]�JSPPS[MRK�

EPXIVREXI VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

'EWX�SJJ�VIQEMRMRK����������������WXW����

0IJX WPIIZI
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ����97���RIIHPIW��GEWX�SR�

�� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Row 1 /�� ���� ���������T���O����XMQIW��O���

���� ��� ���

Row 2 /�� ���� ��� �����T���O����XMQIW��T���

O���������������

Row 3 /�� ���� ��� ��� �O� FIPS[��T����XMQIW��

O� FIPS[� O�� ���� ��� ���

Row 4 /�� ���� ��� �����T���O����XMQIW��T���

O�� ���� ��� ���

'LERKI XS ����QQ �9/�����97���RIIHPIW�ERH�

TVSGIIH EW JSPPS[W��

Row 1 /�� ���� ��� ��� �O� FIPS[��T����XMQIW��

O� FIPS[� O�� ���� ��� ���

Row 2 4�� ��������������O���T����XMQIW��T���

���� ��� ���

6S[W ��� WIX WXSGOMRK WXMXGL�[MXL�SJJ�GIRXVI�~�

ƤWLIVQERŭW VMF TEXX�

;SVO�EW�KMZIR�JSV�6MKLX�WPIIZI�JVSQ����XS����

6MKLX JVSRX FSVHIV ERH WLE[P GSPPEV
9WMRK ����QQ��9/�����97���RIIHPIW��GEWX  

SR � WXW�

Row 1 (WS) 7P�� ORMX XS IRH�

Row 2 7P�� O� FIPS[� � T���O��FIPS[��VITIEX�

JVSQ � XS PEWX WX� O��

Row 3 7P�� ORMX XS IRH�

0EWX � VS[W WIX TEXX�

;SVOMRK MR TEXX EW WIX� GSRXMRYI YRXMP 6MKLX

JVSRX FSVHIV MW SJ WYJƤGMIRX PIRKXL XS KS YT

JVSRX XS FIKMRRMRK SJ RIGO WLETMRK[LIR

WPMKLXP] WXVIXGLIH� IRHMRK[MXL E �VH VS[�

1EVO TSWMXMSR JSV � ��� �� � FYXXSRW� ƤVWX SRI

XS FI TPEGIH � VS[W YT JVSQ PS[IV IHKI ERH�

PEWX SRI � VS[W FIPS[ FIKMRRMRK SJ RIGO

WLETMRK� XLI VIQEMRMRK � ��� �� ��IZIRP]�

WTEGIH�FIX[IIR�XLIWI�X[S�

Shape neck and shawl collar

;SVO �� ���� ��� �� VS[W MR TEXX� MRGVIEWMRK

� WX EX IRH SJ �XL VS[ ERH IZIV] JSPPS[MRK

EPXIVREXI VS[� [SVOMRK�MRGVIEWIH�WXW�MR�TEXX��

�� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVOMRK MR TEXX� GSRXMRYI YRXMP GSPPEV MW SJ

WYJƤGMIRX PIRKXL XS VIEGL XS GIRXVI FEGO SJ

RIGO� IRHMRK[MXL��VH�VS[�SJ�TEXX��'EWX�SJJ�

ORMX[E]W�

0IJX JVSRX FSVHIV ERH WLE[P GSPPEV
9WMRK ����QQ��9/�����97���RIIHPIW��GEWX�SR�

� WXW�

Row 1 (WS) 7P�� ORMX XS IRH�

Row 2 7P�� � O� FIPS[� T���VIT�JVSQ���XS�PEWX  

� WXW� O� FIPS[� O��

Row 3 7P�� ORMX XS IRH�

0EWX � VS[W WIX TEXX�

;SVO � VS[W QSVI MR TEXX�

Next row �FYXXSRLSPI�VS[�4EXX����GEWX SJJ  

� WX� TEXX ��

Next row 4EXX �� GEWX SR � WX� TEXX ��

;SVOMRK MR TEXX� GSRXMRYI YRXMP 0IJX JVSRX

FSVHIVQIEWYVIW I\EGXP] XLI WEQI EW 6MKLX

JVSRX FSVHIV XS RIGO WLETMRK[LIR WPMKLXP]

WXVIXGLIH� [SVOMRK VIQEMRMRK � ��� �� �

FYXXSRLSPIW XS GSVVIWTSRH [MXLQEVOIVW SR

6MKLX JVSRX�FSVHIV�ERH�IRHMRK�[MXL�E��VH�VS[�

SJ�TEXX�

Shape neck and shawl collar

;SVO �� ���� ��� �� VS[W MR TEXX� MRGVIEWMRK

� WX EX FIKMRRMRK SJ �XL ERH IZIV] JSPPS[MRK

EPXIVREXI VS[� [SVOMRK�MRGVIEWIH�WXW�MR�TEXX��

�� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVOMRK MR TEXX� GSRXMRYI YRXMP GSPPEV MW SJ

WYJƤGMIRX PIRKXL XS VIEGL XS GIRXVI FEGO�SJ�

RIGO� IRHMRK[MXL �RH�VS[�SJ�TEXX�  

'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[E]W�

8S QEOI YT
.SMR VEKPER� WMHI ERH WPIIZI WIEQW�

7I[ SR FSVHIVW ERH WLE[P GSPPEV�

7I[ FEGO RIGO�WIEQ��VIZIVWMRK�GSPPEV�JSV�

XYVRFEGO�

7I[ SR FYXXSRW� 7I[ SR �WX FYXXSR

�GQ �~MR JVSQ FSXXSQ ERH��RH�FYXXSR�  

�GQ �~MR JVSQ XST�

4MR SYX KEVQIRX XS XLIQIEWYVIQIRX

KMZIR ERH GSZIV[MXL HEQT GPSXLW YRXMP HV]�  

7II FEPP FERH JSV[EWLMRK�ERH�JYVXLIV  

GEVI�MRWXVYGXMSRW�

This knit has a
tailored feel with

smart buttoned cuffs
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Just hanging around
This larger-than-life toy by Ann Franklin is fun to knit, using soft eyelash yarn  

for his huggable furry body. He’ll be a great friend to hang out with!  

Great giftfor toddlersand older
babies! 
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Sloth toy
You will need
■ Stylecraft Eskimo DK, 100g in: 

Silver (5007) x 5 balls – A

■ Stylecraft Special DK, 100g in:

White (1001) x 1 ball – B

Black (1002) x 20g – C

Silver (1203) x 1 ball – D

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles

■ A small amount of white and black felt

■ 8S] ƤPPMRK� ���K

■ A doll maker’s sewing needle or extra-long 

sewing needle (optional)

Measurements
■ Approx. 51cm (20in) from top to toe

Approx. 33cm (13in) tall when seated

Tension
■ 24 sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles 

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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About this yarn
Stylecraft Eskimo DK
100% polyester

90m per 100g,

1EGLMRI [EWL�EX���¢'

£1.89

Stylecraft Special DK
100% premium acrylic 

295m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£1.85, call 01484 848435 or visit  

www.stylecraft-yarns.co.uk

SLOTH
Pattern notes
This cuddly sloth is knitted mainly in plain

stocking stitch, with some intarsia (two

colour) knitting for the face. Note that as

each colour is knitted using a separate ball

of yarn, you will need to wind off 1 extra

small ball of yarn in black and 2 extra balls 

in white before beginning to knit.

Body
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

Yarn A, cast on 12 sts.

Row 1 (RS) (Kfb) to the end of the row.  

24 sts

Row 2 (and every alt row) Purl.

Row 3 (K1, kfb) to the end of the row.  

36 sts

Row 5 (K2, kfb) to the end of the row.  

48 sts

Row 7 (K3, kfb) to the end of the row.  

60 sts

Row 9 (K4, kfb) to the end of the row.  

72 sts

Row 11 (K5, kfb) to the end of the row.  

84 sts

Row 13 (K6, kfb) to the end of the row.  

96 sts

Row 15 (K7, kfb) to the end of the row.  

108 sts

Row 17 (K8, kfb) to the end of the row.  

120 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 21 rows.

Row 39 (K10, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

110 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 9 rows.

Row 49 (K9, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

100 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 53 (K8, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

90 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 57 (K1, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

60 sts

Row 58 Purl.

Row 59 (Kfb) x 20, k20, (kfb) x 20. 100 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 63 (Joining in separate balls of yarn for 

each colour change) K40A, k20B, k40A.

Row 64 P38A, p24B, p38A.

Row 65 K35A, k30B, k35A.

Row 66 P32A, p36B, p32A.

Row 67 K30A, k40B, k30A.

Beginning purl, st-st 5 rows, using colours 

as set in row 67.

Row 73 K30A, (k7, kfb) x 4 in B, k8B, k30A. 

104 sts

Row 74 P30A, p44B, p30A.

Row 75 K30A, k44B, k30B.

Row 76 P30A, p44B, p30A.

Row 77 K30A, (k8, kfb) x 4 in B, k8B, k30A. 

108 sts

Row 78 P30A, p48B, p30A.

Row 79 K30A, k48B, k30A.

Row 80 P30A, p48B, p30A.

Row 81 /��%� O��'� O��&� O��'� O��%�

Row 82 4��%� T��'� T��&� T��'� T��%�

Row 83 /��%� O��'� O��&� O��'� O��%�

Row 84 4��%� T��'� T��&� T��'� T��%�

Row 85 /��%� O��'� O��&� O��'� O��%�

Row 86 4��%� T��'� T��&� T��'��T��%�

Row 87 K30A, k48B, k30A.

Row 88 P32A, k44B, p32A.

W
ith a smiling face and

extra-long arms for

wrapping baby up in

a hug, our three-toed sloth is just

waiting to be loved! The sloth is

known for its laid-back attitude

to life, moving at a relaxed pace 

through the trees – and you’ll feel

just as relaxed as you work Ann’s

easy pattern. The sloth’s body is

[SVOIH MR I]IPEWL ]EVR ũ XLI ƥYJJ]

strands can be tricky to work with,

but do persevere as it really takes 

his cuddle factor off the scale! 
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Row 89 K35A, k38B, k35A.

Row 90 P40A, p28B, p40A.

From row 91 onwards work only in Yarn A:

Row 91 Knit.

Row 92 Purl.

Row 93 (K7, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

96 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 97 (K6, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

84 sts

Row 98 & every alt row Purl.

Row 99 (K5, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

72 sts

Row 101 (K4, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

60 sts

Row 103 (K3, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

48 sts

Row 105 (K2, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

36 sts

Row 107 (K1, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

24 sts

Row 109 (K2tog) to the end of the row.  

12 sts

B&T.

Snout
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

Yarn D, cast on 8 sts.

Row 1 (RS) (Kfb) to the end of the row. 16 

sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 5 K2, (kfb) x 4, k4, (kfb) x 4, k2.  

24 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 9 K4, (kfb) x 4, k8, (kfb) x 4, k4.  

32 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 13 (K3, kfb) to the end of the row.  

40 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 17 (K4, kfb) to the end of the row.  

48 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

'EWX�SJJ�

Legs
(Make 2 long and 2 short – for long legs 

follow the directions in brackets):

Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

Yarn A, cast on 12 sts.

Row 1 (RS) (Kfb) to the end of the row.  

24 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 5 (K3, kfb) to the end of the row.  

30 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 9 (K4, kfb) to the end of the row.  

36 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 13 (K5, kfb) to the end of the row.  

42 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 17 (K6, kfb) to the end of the row.  

48 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

'EWX SR � WX EX XLI�FIKMRRMRK�SJ�XLI�RI\X���

rows. 50 sts

Beginning knit, st-st 44 (56) rows.

Next row (K3, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

40 sts

Purl 1 row

Next row (K2, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

30 sts

'EWX�SJJ�TYVP[MWI�

Toes (make 4)
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

Yarn D, cast on 30 sts.

Beginning knit (RS), st-st 5 rows.

Row 6 Knit. (This row is used to mark the 

placement of the toe in the leg).

Beginning knit, st-st 20 rows.

Row 27 (K2tog, k3) x 3, (k3, k2tog) x 3.  

24 sts

Row 28 Purl.

'EWX�SJJ�

To make up
Body and head: Neaten all ends of the face 

portion. Join the cast-on sts into a circle.

Join the main seam, leaving a gap for

XYVRMRK� 8YVR ERH WXYJJ� 'PSWI XLI KET�

Face: Join the cast-on sts of the snout into

a circle, and sew the main seam. Stuff and

then sew the snout to the middle of the

face, with the seam at the centre bottom.

;MXL =EVR '� [SVO X[S WIXW SJ FEGOWXMXGLIW

in the centre of the shout for nostrils, pulling

the stitches quite tightly into the main body

SJ XLI WPSXL XS ƥEXXIR XLI IRH SJ XLI WRSYX�

9WMRK =EVR '� FEGOWXMXGL E PEVKIQSYXL

FIPS[ XLI WRSYX� 'YX SYX X[S GMVGPIW SJ JIPX

for each eye – one in white felt about the

size of a 5p coin, and one slightly smaller

in black. Sew the black circle on top of the

white circle, and then sew both to the face, 

on either side of the snout.

Toes: Fold in half. Join the main seam and

across the top of the toes (cast-off edge).

Stuff, then oversew the bottom (cast-on)

edge. Sew two evenly spaced lines of

stitches from the placement row to the

top of the toes to create three toe shapes. 

Leave to one side.

Legs: Join the seam from the cast-off edge

up to the shaped portion at the top of the

legs. Turn and place one of the toe sections

into the (cast-off) edge of the leg, having

the placement row level with the edge of the

leg, and the centre of one side of the toes

matching the seam line of the leg. Sew the 

XSIW ƤVQP] MR TPEGI�

Stuff the legs and sew them to the sides

of the body, making sure that you have the 

longer legs at the top ‘arm’ position.

The three toes are

made by sewing

two lines of stitches
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(YJƥI jacket

M
ake this cosy jacket

this winter and it is

WYVI XS FIGSQI E ƤVQ

favourite. Not only will it keep out

the all the draughts, it looks good

too, knitted in two subtle shades

of Peter Pan Merino Baby DK in a

gorgeous star stitch pattern. This

100% merino wool yarn has been

GVIEXIH WTIGMƤGEPP] JSV WIRWMXMZI

baby and toddler skin and comes

in 17 beautiful colours, from

neutrals and pastels to brighter

primaries – so take your pick!

About this yarn
Peter Pan Merino Baby DK
100% merino wool

116m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£3.35, www.wool4less.co.uk

Toggle time

Top Tip
Make sure the toggles are 
sewn on securely to ensure 
they don’t detach when 

baby is wearing the jacket

Keep your little one all wrapped up against  

XLI�[MRXIV�GLMPPW�[MXL�XLMW�WYTIV�GSW]�HYJƥI�WX]PI�

hooded jacket from Thomas B. Ramsden
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Knit this star stitch

 pattern for your little 

star – it’s easy to do!

Vintage-
style coat  with cute 
toggles!
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Duffle jacket
You will need
■ Peter Pan Merino Baby DK, 50g in:

Bamboo (3046) x 3 (4: 4: 4) balls – M 

Pink (3032) x 2 (2: 2: 3) balls – C

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ 6 buttons (code W10 6488/0001),  

size 20

Measurements
■ See sizing guide

Tension
■ 28 sts and 32 rows to 10cm (4in) over

patt using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

■ 22 sts and 31 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ Moss st:

Row 1: K1, p1

Row 2: K above p sts and p above k sts

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87 

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements 0-6 mths 6-12 mths 1-2 yrs 2-3 yrs

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 46 51 56

in 16 18 20 22

Actual
measurements

cm 46 51 57 64

in 18 20 22½ 25

Length to
back neck

cm 25 28 30 34

in 10 11 12 13½

Sleeve seam
cm 15 16 17 20

in 6 6¼ 6¾ 8
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(YJƥI jacket

,SSHIH�HYJƥI�NEGOIX
Back
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and M, 

cast on 65 (73: 81: 89) sts.

**Work 6 rows moss st.

Cont in pattern

Row 1 (RS) Using M, knit.

Row 2 Using M, p1, * p3tog leaving sts

on needle, yrn, then purl the same 3 sts

together again, p1, rep from * to end.

Row 3 9WMRK '� ORMX�

Row 4 9WMRK '� T�� � T�XSK PIEZMRK WXW SR

needle, yrn, then purl the same 3 sts together 

again, p1, rep from * to last 2 sts, p2.

These 4 rows form patt.

'SRX MR TEXX YRXMP [SVOQIEWYVIW �� ���� ���

22)cm (6 [7: 7½: 8½]in) from beg, ending 

with right side facing for next row. **.

Shape armholes

Keeping patt correct, cast off 8 sts at beg of 

next 2 rows. 49 (57: 65: 73) sts.

'SRX MR TEXX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP [SVO

measures 25 (28: 30: 34)cm (10 [11: 12:

13½]in) from beg, ending with right side 

facing for next row.

'EWX�SJJ�

The cuffs are knitted in

easy moss stitch in a

contrasting shade
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(YJƥI acket

It’s in the detail
The thick texture of this design is

created on the purl rows to create

a star stitch pattern. Each ‘star’ is

made in the following way: p3tog

leaving sts on needle, yrn, then

purl the same 3 sts together again.

The Bamboo and Pink colours are

alternated every two rows to help 

the pretty stars to stand out. 

Top Tip
Check your tension – if you

have fewer stitches use
thinner needles and

if you have more stitches 
use thicker needles

You’ll find instructions to
knit this versatile little
jacket for a boy or a girl

Left front (for a girl)
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and M,

cast on 45 (49: 53: 57) sts and work from **

to ** as given for Back BUT working 8 sts in

M and moss st at the end of RS rows and 

beg of WS rows for button band.

(Note: Work 1 row more here when working 

Right front).

Shape armhole

Next row 'EWX�SJJ���WXW��TEXX�XS�IRH����������

45: 49) sts.

Next row Patt to end.

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP [SVOQIEWYVIW

20 (23: 25: 29)cm (8 [9: 10: 11½]in) from beg, 

ending with right side facing for next row.

Shape neck

Next row Patt to end. (Omit this row when 

working Right front).

Next row 'EWX SJJ ���WXW��TEXX�XS�IRH�����

(21: 25: 29) sts.

'SRX MR TEXX� HIG SRI WX EX RIGO IHKI MR RI\X�

7 (7: 9: 9) rows. 10 (14: 16: 20) sts.

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP [SVOQIEWYVIW

same as Back, ending with right side facing 

for next row.

'EWX�SJJ�

1EVO TSWMXMSR JSV � FYXXSRW� XLI ƤVWX X[S

5cm (2in) below armhole shaping, the

last two 2 rows below neck shaping and

remaining two spaced evenly between.
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(YJƥI jacket

Right front (for a girl)
Work as given for Left Front noting

variations and working 8 sts in M and moss

st at the beg of right side rows and the end

of wrong side rows for buttonhole band.

Work buttonholes on right side rows to

correspond with markers as follows:

Buttonhole row Patt 4, cast off 1 st, patt 

next 9 sts, cast off 1 st, patt to end.

Next row Patt, casting on 1 st above cast-

off st on previous row. 

Right front (for a boy)
Work as given for Left front for a girl, noting

variations. Mark position for 6 buttons as 

given for Left front for a girl.

Left front (for a boy)
Work as given for Left front for a girl,

working buttonholes on right side rows to 

correspond with markers as follows:

Buttonhole row Patt to last 14 sts, cast off

1 st, patt next 9 sts, cast off 1 st, patt to 

end.

Sleeves
9WMRK �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH '�

cast on 41 (41: 45: 49) sts and work 6 rows 

MRQSWW WX� 'LERKI XS 1�

'SRX MR WX�WX� MRG SRI WX EX IEGL IRH SJ �XL

and every foll 4th row until 57 (57: 65: 69) 

sts.

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP [SVOQIEWYVIW

15 (16: 17: 20)cm (6 [6¼: 6¾: 8]in) from beg,

(or length required) ending with right side 

facing for next row.

Place a marker at each end of last row.

Work 8 rows.

'EWX�SJJ�PSSWIP]�

Hood
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and M, 

cast on 47 (51: 55: 59) sts.

Row 1 Using M, moss st 14, knit to end.

Row 2 Using M, p1, * p3tog leaving sts

on needle, yrn, then purl the same 3 sts

together again, p1, rep from * to last 14 sts, 

moss st 14.

Row 31SWW WX ��1� [MXL '� ORMX XS IRH�

Row 4 9WMRK '� T�� �T�XSK PIEZMRK WXW

on needle, yrn, then purl the same 3 sts

together again, p1, rep from * to last 16 sts, 

p2, using M, Moss st 14.

These 4 rows form patt and moss st border.

'SRX MR TEXX ERH QSWW WX FSVHIV XLVSYKLSYX�

Work 30 rows, inc one st at end of foll 5th

row then every foll 8th row working extra

sts into patt when 4 sts have been inc to 51 

(55: 59: 63) sts.

Work 32 (40: 48: 56) rows without shaping.

Work 30 rows, dec one st at end of next and 

every foll 8th row to 47 (51: 55: 59) sts.

Work 4 rows without shaping.

'EWX�SJJ�

To make up
.SMR WLSYPHIV WIEQ YWMRK XLI ƤVWX �� ����

16: 20) sts in from each edge of the back

and side seams. Sew up sleeve seams to

markers. Sew in sleeves, sew rem of sleeve 

seams to cast-off sts at armholes. Sew

up hood seam. Fold moss st border in half

onto right side to form brim and sew in

position. Placing seam of hood to centre

back neck and front edges of hood 12

sts from front edges, sew hood evenly all 

around neck edge.

7I[�SR�FYXXSRW�XS�ƤRMWL�

The simple moss stitch

collar neatly hides the

join with the hood 

Top Tip
The texture of this

knitted pattern means it
makes a super warm layer 

for a baby’s jacket
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Whether you’re
just starting out or
you’ve been knitting
for a while and need
some revision, here’s
our handy guide to
some of the basics 
of knitting

Knitting basics

1
ER] TISTPI XLMRO ORMXXMRK MW HMJƤGYPX ERH GSQTPMGEXIH�

and that it’s only the super-clever who can master it.

But, actually, even though you can construct some

complicated-looking patterns with knitting, the basic 

techniques are really simple. Once you’ve got the hang of these

techniques, it’s just a case of using them in a variety of combinations 

– and those combos are endless!

If you’re just beginning to knit, you might not be feeling very

GSRƤHIRX� FYX HSRŭX [SVV] ũ IZIV]SRI[EW E FIKMRRIV SRGI� %JXIV E

FMX SJ TVEGXMGI� ]SYŭPP FI JIIPMRK GSRƤHIRX IRSYKL XS TMGO YT E TEXXIVR

that appeals and whizz through it, whether it’s garments, accessories, 

homeware or toys you want to knit… the basic techniques are the 

same or very similar.

Here we guide you through the basic techniques and essentials

you need to know to get you started.Have a go by practising on

scraps of yarn, or inexpensive yarn (though luxury yarns are such

a delight to work with and make the experience so much more

IRNS]EFPI� 3RGI ]SYŭVI JIIPMRK�GSRƤHIRX��[L]�RSX�XV]�SRI�SJ�XLI�

patterns in this issue?

Note: all instructions are for right-handed knitting. If you’re left-

handed, reverse the instructions

Casting on To get your

ƤVWX VS[ SJ ORMXXMRK ]SY RIIH XS

create a set of stitches, and that is

referred to as ‘casting on’. It’s from

these cast-on stitches that you

create your knitted fabric. There

are a number of ways of casting on

and each knitter has their favourite.

Some patterns specify a particular

cast-on, and there will be a reason

for this, which is to do with the

pattern and what type of edge is

part of the design (loose, tight,

HIGSVEXMZI� %R MQTSVXERX EWTIGX SJ

casting on is to get the tension just

right: too tight and the edge of your

knitting will pull in, to loose and it will

ƥEVI� 3RI SJ XLI IEWMIWX [E]W XS GEWX�

SR MW XS YWI ]SYV ƤRKIV XS GVIEXI

loops one-by-one and transfer them 

to a needle (pictured right).

Brush up
old skills for
a new year
of knitting!
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Special feature

Knit The basic stitch for building knitting fabric is ‘knit’. Once

you’ve learned this stitch, you can make all manner of things in

‘garter stitch’ (see stitch gallery), which is worked by knitting each

row. To knit (if you’re right-handed), hold the needle containing the

stitches in your left hand. The right-hand needle is the ‘working’

RIIHPI� -RWIVX XLI TSMRX SJ XLI [SVOMRK RIIHPI MRXS XLI ƤVWX WXMXGL

from the front to the back, hold the yarn at the back and loop the

yarn, anticlockwise, over the working needle, pull the loop through 

the stitch and off the left-hand needle – it will now be on the

working needle. Repeat the process and you’ll end up with all the

stitches on your right-hand needle and none on the left. Swap the 

needles over and you’re ready to work the next row.

Purl The next stitch to learn after knit stitch is ‘purl’, which

is a backward knit stitch.When you’ve worked it you’ll notice the

difference is that the loop just worked is on the back of the fabric

in knit stitches and on the front in purl stitches. To purl (if you’re

right-handed), hold the needle containing the stitches in your left

hand. The right-hand needle is the working needle. Insert the point 

SJ XLI [SVOMRK RIIHPI MRXS XLI ƤVWX WXMXGL JVSQ XLI FEGO XS XLI

front, hold the yarn at the back and loop the yarn, anticlockwise,

over the working needle, pull the loop through the stitch and off

the left-hand needle – it will now be on the working needle. Repeat 

the process and you’ll end up with all the stitches on your right-

hand needle and none on the left. Swap the needles over and 

you’re ready to work the next row.

Slip stitch %RSXLIV IWWIRXMEP WXMXGL XS PIEVR EW E

beginner is ‘slip stitch’ as it’s needed for the most commonly-used

cast-off.When you’re ready to experiment with more advanced

knitting techniques, slip stitch is also used in some methods to

decrease stitches when making shaped pieces; it’s also used in

lacework and for making eyelets, which might be decorative or

practical (you can thread ribbon or cord through as a fastening

or a trim). To work a slip stitch, insert the left-hand needle into

the second stitch from the point of the working needle and lift it

SZIV XLI ƤVWX WXMXGL� SZIV XLI�TSMRX�SJ�XLI�RIIHPI��ERH�HVST�MX�SJJ�XLI�

needle onto the fabric.

Casting off When the knitted piece is done you

RIIH XS KIX MX SJJ ]SYV RIIHPIW ERH ƤRMWL SJJ EPP XLSWI PSSTW�

8LMW MW VIJIVVIH XS EW ŬGEWXMRK SJJŭ� %W [MXL GEWXMRK SR� XLIVI EVI

numerous ways of casting off.Most knitters have their favourite

method, and sometimes a pattern will specify a cast-off message

according to what is required for the design.Many cast-off edges

end up in seams, but for those that will be exposed the cast-off

IHKI GVIEXIW E RIEX ƤRMWL� 'EWXMRK SJJ EPWS TVSXIGXW ]SYV GEVIJYPP]�

worked stitches from unravelling. The most common cast-off

involves slipping stitches – work two stitches of a row, then slip

XLI ƤVWX SZIV XLI WIGSRH� [SVO ERSXLIV WXMXGL ERH WPMT XLI TVIZMSYW

SRI SZIV MX� ERH WS SR� %X XLI IRH SJ XLI VS[ ]SYŭPP LEZI SRI WXMXGL

left; snip the yarn, feed it through the last stitch and pull it tight.
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Special feature

Stitch gallery Here is just a small sample of stitch patterns you can do once 

you’ve mastered knit and purl stitches. We’ve included sample pattern instructions to

familiarise you – pattern instructions do vary, according to designers’ personal style, but 

these are fairly typical, and how they’re likely to be written in Love Knitting for Baby.

Garter stitch
Knit every row.

Typical pattern instructions:

Row 1 Knit to end.

Row 2 Repeat row 1.

Rows 1 and 2 form pattern.

Stocking stitch
Knit right side (RS) rows, purl wrongside 

(WS) rows.

Typical pattern instructions:

Row 1 (RS) Knit to end.

Row 2 Purl to end.

Rows 1 and 2 form pattern.

Reverse stocking
This is the back of stocking stitch, but is

referred to as ‘reverse stocking stitch’ when

it’s used as the right side of the fabric. Purl

right side (RS) rows, knit wrong side (WS) 

rows.

Typical pattern instructions:

Row 1 (RS) Purl to end.

Row 2 Knit to end.

Rows 1 and 2 form pattern.

Tension square The tension of your knitting refers

to the number of rows and stitches there are in a measured space,

typically 10x10cm (4x4in), but you might also see something like:

‘one square measures…’ in a pattern. The pattern will state the row

and stitch count required and will also say which stitch pattern to

YWI� ;LIRQEOMRK MXIQW XLEX RIIH XS FI SJ E WTIGMƤG WM^I� WYGL EW

KEVQIRXW� MXŭW IWWIRXMEP XS KIX ]SYV XIRWMSR GSVVIGX SV ]SYV ƤRMWLIH

item will not be the size you need it to be. Before you start knitting 

an item, make a tension square. To do this, use the yarn and

RIIHPI WM^I EW WTIGMƤIH MR XLI TEXXIVR� GEWX SR IRSYKL WXMXGLIW JSV

E WUYEVI PEVKIV XLER XLEX WTIGMƤIH ERH [SVO VS[W YRXMP ]SY LEZI E

square. Lay it out without stretching and pin it down.Measure the

number of rows and stitches. If there are too many, your stitches 

are too tight so use a larger needle; if too few, a smaller one.

Blocking and pressing To ensure knitted

fabrics are the right size, you need to ‘block’ the pieces before

WI[MRK� SV EW TEVX SJ XLI ƤRMWLMRK TVSGIWW� IWTIGMEPP] MJ XLI JEFVMG

MW ZIV] ƤRI SVQEHI SJ PSSWI WXMXGLIW EW MXŭW IEW] JSV XLI JEFVMG XS

be stretched out of shape. The two blocking methods are ‘wet’

and ‘dry’. The band on your yarn should say which method to use.

To wet block, soak the knitted pieces in lukewarm water with a

small amount of detergent. Squeeze the excess water out (don’t

[VMRK XLIR PE] XLIQ ƥEX SR XS E XS[IP SV GPSXL XS XLI HMQIRWMSRW

WTIGMƤIH MR XLI TEXXIVR� TMR MR TPEGI ERH PIEZI XS HV] REXYVEPP]�

To dry block, pin your pieces out dry in the same way as for wet

blocking. Lay a damp cloth over and leave to dry naturally. You

might need to press lightly. Use a dry cloth with a steam iron or a

damp cloth with a dry iron. Press lightly or not at all on a low heat.
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Special feature

Find out more

If you’re making a knitted item with separate pieces to join together, 

you need to learn how to stitch them together. There are several

methods for stitching up and it depends on the type of seam

VIUYMVIH� M�I�� WXVSRK SV PSSWI� VEMWIH SV ƥEX� 8LI WIEQW SJ E KEVQIRX

might take quite a lot of strain, therefore they need to be strong and

secure. There are two basic ways of holding the fabric together: side

by side or back to back. The most common seams are mattress

stitch and backstitch.Mattress stitch (1) is a method where the

IHKIW EVI PEMH ƥEX WMHI F] WMHI� FYXXIH YT ERH WXMXGLIH XSKIXLIV XS

GVIEXI E ƥEX WIEQ� MXŭW MHIEP [LIR ]SY HSRŭX [ERX E VMHKI EX XLI NSMRIH

edges.With a back stitch seam (2), the pieces of fabric are held

together back-to-back with right sides together and stitched up using

a backstitch. This seam produces a ridge along the joined edges, but

is stronger than a mattress stitch seam. Weave in the ends.

Rib
Knit (K) a number of stitches, then purl (P)

a number of stitches in each row. Each K

stitch is purled on the next row and each P

stitch is knitted on the next row.

Typical pattern instructions:

For a row with an even number of stitches

in multiples of 5:

Row 1 (K3, p2) to end.

Row 2 (K2, p3) to end.

Rows 1 and 2 form pattern.

Moss
Knit (K) a stitch, then purl (P) a stitch in

each row. Each K stitch is knitted on the

next row and each P stitch is purled on

the next row.

Typical pattern instructions:

For a row with an even number of stitches:

Row 1 (K1, p1) to end.

Row 2 (P1, k1) to end.

Rows 1 and 2 form pattern.
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Sewing up
You don’t want all those

loose ends messing up your

lovely work, so it’s important

to weave them neatly into

your fabric. For this you need

a blunt-ended needle with

a large enough eye for the

thickness of your yarn. They’re

sometimes called tapestry

needles or wool needles.

When you’ve knitted the last

stitch on a piece, break off

the yarn leaving a long tail of

approx 15cm (6in). Thread

the tail through the needle and work it through the knitted stitches

on the back of the work. Go back and forth and up and down a few

times, then cut off the excess. The aim is for it to be invisible from

the front, and you need to ensure it’s secure so it doesn’t work its

way out over time, especially if it’s an item that gets lots of use and

the fabric therefore is stretched or moved about, like a garment.

However, you need to ensure it’s not too tight or your fabric will

pucker, but if it’s too loose there’s a danger that the last few stitches

worked will loosen up over time – it needs to be ‘just right’.

The Yarn Loop (www.theyarnloop.

com) is a great learning resource. 

It has videos and tutorials for many 

techniques shown here, plus a 

PSX�QSVI��1SWW�WXMXGL�MW�XLIVI��EW�

are intermediate and advanced 

techniques. But even after you’ve 

mastered the basics, and are happy 

with your style, the tutorials show you 

variations of techniques like casting 

on or off. Why not give them a go? 

Head to the How To section of the site, 

and while you’re there, check out the 

free patterns and competitions too.

Finishing off

1 2
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Ahoy there!
Keep baby on dry land with this adorable  

dribble bib by Dorothy Wood

Gorgeous

one-ball

knit!
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Boat bib 
You will need
■   Rowan Wool Cotton 4ply, 50g 

in Sea (shade 492) x 1

■  3mm (UK size 11) knitting needles 

■  12mm button 

Sizes
■  8S�ƤX�EKI�����QSRXLW

Tension
■ Tension is not important for this project

Abbreviations

LO V E K N IT T I N G ��

Boat bib

About this yarn
Rowan Wool Cotton 4ply
50% cotton, 50% merino wool

50g per 180m

1EGLMRI�[EWL�EX���¢'

£6.25, for stockists call 01484 681881  

or visit www.knitrowan.com

OAT BIB
ttern notes
increases are worked with the yarn 

ward at the beginning of every row. All 

creases are worked on every WS row 

follows: K1, ssk, k10, work centre, k10, 

og, k1.

b
w 1 Begin with a slip knot and yf, k1. 2 sts 

w 2 Yf, k2. 3 sts 

w 3 Yf, k3. 4 sts 

te: The yarn forward increase on every 

w gives an attractive looped edge.

RXMRYI�MR�XLMW�[E]�XS�GVIEXI�XLI�ERKPIH�

es.When you have 25 sts, begin the st-st 

ntre panel as follows (keep going with the 

e shaping):

Yf, k12, p1, k12.  

ery RS row Yf, knit.  

Yf, k12, p3, k12.   

xt WS row Yf, k12, p5, k12.  

RXMRYI�MR�XLMW�[E]��MRGVIEWMRK�XLI�GIRXVI�

one stitch at each end, until p19. 

rk the RS row.

gin the boat motif:

w 1 (WS) Yf, k12, p5, k11, p5, k12. 

w 2 (RS) Yf, knit to the end. 

Row 3 (WS) Yf, k12, p5, k13, p5, k12.

Rows 4, 6, 8 and 10 As row 2.

Row 5 Yf, k12, p5, k15, p5, k12.

Row 7 Yf, k12, p5, k17, p5, k12.

Row 9 Yf, k12, p5, k19, p5, k12. 

Row 11 K12, p31, k12 (note no further 

increase). 

Row 12 Knit all RS rows from now on. 

Row 13 K12, p6, k9, p1, k9, p6, k12. 

Row 15 (WS) (Start decrease) K1, ssk, k10, 

p6, k8, p1, k8, p6, k10, k2tog, k1. 53 sts. 

Row 17 K1, ssk, k10, p6, k7, p1, k7, p6, k10, 

k2tog, k1. 

Row 19 K1, ssk, k10, p6, k6, p1, k6, p6, k10, 

k2tog, k1.

Row 21 K1, ssk, k10, p6, k5, p1, k5, p6, k10, 

k2tog, k1. 

Row 23 K1, ssk, k10, p6, k4, p1, k4, p6, k10, 

k2tog, k1. 

Row 25 K1, ssk, k10, p6, k3, p1, k3, p6, k10, 

k2tog, k1. 

Row 27 K1, ssk, k10, p6, k2, p1, k2, p6, k10, 

k2tog, k1. 

Row 29 K1, ssk, k10, p6, k1, p1, k1, p6, k10, 

k2tog, k1. 

Row 31 K1, ssk, k10, p13, k10, k2tog, k1.

Row 33 K1, ssk, k10, p11, k10, k2tog, k1.

Row 35 K1, ssk, k10, p9, k10, k2tog, k1.

Row 37 K1, ssk, k10, p7, k10, k2tog, k1. 31 

sts 

Row 39 (WS row) K1, ssk, k4, cast off the 

centre 19 sts knitwise, k4, k2tog, k1.

You will have 6 sts on either side. 

Knit these straight, separately, in garter 

stitch until 10cm (4in) or the desired length.  

Work a buttonhole on the left side, a few 

rows from the top:

Row 1 K2, cast off 2 sts, k2.  

Next row K2, cast on 2 sts, k2.

To make up
Sew a button on the other strap to 

correspond with buttonhole.  

Sew in the ends.

B�
ibs are one of the most-

used baby items, so they 

can never have too many! 

Here’s an extra-special design 

that’s perfect for everyday use, 

but wouldn’t be out of place at 

a special occasion. The central 

panel is worked in stocking 

stitch, with the stylish boat motif 

standing proud in contrasting 

garter stitch – this is used for 

the wide border, too. Add a sweet 

button to complete this quick knit 

and make a lovely gift for baby.

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87 BO

Pa
All i

forw

dec

as f

k2to

Bib
Row

Row

Row

Not

row

'SR

side

cen

side

WS

Eve

WS

Nex

'SR

by o

Wo

Beg

Row

Row
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Fair Isle cardi an

B
aby clothes can be

simple without being dull,

as this pretty patterned

cardigan shows. A careful choice

of delicate colours and tiny motifs

creates a Fair Isle cardigan for the

tiniest member of the family.

This project is ideal for knitters

who already have had some

experience of using the Fair Isle

technique. As this knit doesn’t

have a lot of give, make sure you

choose the correct size to knit up,

but the pattern does have sizing

up to toddler, so you have plenty of

choice for your little one!

About this yarn
Drops Baby Merino 4 ply
100% wool

175m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£2.80, for stockists visit

www.garnstudio.com

Precious pastels

Top Tip
Make sure you carry the 
main colour consistently 

above or below the second 
colour to keep the stitch 

size even and tidy

'VIEXI�E�ORMX�EW�WTIGMEP�EW�]SYV�FEF]�[MXL�XLMW� 

cardie in the prettiest of pastel palettes and  

a simple Fair Isle pattern. By Mary Henderson

ElmeKamel.ir
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/IIT�XLI�ŬƥSEXWŭ�WLSVX�

WS�XLIVIŭW�RS�VMWO�SJ�FEF]ŭW

ƤRKIVW�KIXXMRK�GEYKLX

This tiny stitch 
pattern is perfect 
for a delicate baby 

cardigan
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Fair Isle cardie
You will need
■ Drops Merino 4ply, 50g in:

White (01) x 1 (1: 1: 2) balls – MC

Old Pink (27) x (1: 1: 1: 1) ball – A

Lime (09) x (1: 1: 1: 1) ball – B

Lemon Punch (45) x (1: 1: 1: 1) ball – C

Electric Blue (33) x (1: 1: 1: 1) ball – D

■ 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles

■ Three buttons

■ Stitch holders

Measurements
■ See sizing guide

Tension
■ 28 sts and 32 rows to 10cm (4in) over

Fair Isle pattern using 3.25mm (UK 10, 

US 3) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements 0-3 mths 3-12 mths 12-18 mths 2yrs

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41-46 46-50 50-54 58

in 16-18 18-19¾ 19½-21 23

Actual
measurements

cm 48 51 56 62

in 19 20 22 24½

Length to
shoulder

cm 24 28 32 38

in 9½ 11 12½ 15

Sleeve length
cm 15 17 20 24

in 6 6½ 8 9½
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Fair Isle cardigan

Fair Isle cardigan
Back
Using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles and 

1'� GEWX SR �� �������� ���WXW�  

Knit 2 rows.

Next row 'LERKI XS ]EVR %� ORMX � VS[�

Eyelet row P2, *yon, p2tog; rep from * to 

last st, p1.

'LERKI XS 1'� ORMX � VS[W�

With 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, start

working from chart in st-st, taking care to

FIKMR [SVOMRK EX XLI GSVVIGX WM^I��JSV���������

������GQ�JVSQ�GEWX�SR�IHKI�

Armhole edges

At the beginning of the next 2 rows cast off 

� WXW� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Keeping Fair Isle pattern correct, work until 

EVQLSPIQIEWYVIW �� ���� ��� ��GQ�

(S RSX GEWX SJJ� YWMRK � WXMXGL LSPHIVW�

HMZMHI XLI WXMXGLIW YT EW JSPPS[W� ƤVWX ERH

XLMVH LSPHIVW �WLSYPHIVW �� ���� ��� �� WXW��

�RH�LSPHIV��RIGO�������� �������WXW�

Left front
Using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles and 

1'� GEWX SR �� �������� ���WXW��

Knit 2 rows.

Next row 'LERKI XS ]EVR %� ORMX � VS[�

Eyelet row P2, *yon, p2tog; rep from * to 

last 2 sts, p2.

With 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, start

working from chart in st-st, taking care to

FIKMR [SVOMRK EX XLI GSVVIGX WM^I� JSV �� ����

������GQ�JVSQ�GEWX�SR�IHKI��IRHMRK�SR�;7�

Armhole edges

Next row (RS) 'EWX�SJJ���WXW��[SVO�XS�IRH��

�� ���� ��� �� WXW

Work 1 row.

Next row (RS) Pattern to last 4 sts, k2tog, k2.

Decrease at neck edge every other row until 

�� ���� ��� �� WXW VIQEMR�

Do not cast off, place on stitch holder.

Right front
Using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles and 

1'� GEWX SR �� �������� ���WXW�

Knit 2 rows.

Next row 'LERKI XS ]EVR %� ORMX � VS[�

Eyelet row P2, *yon, p2tog; rep from * to 

last 2 sts, p2.

With 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, start

working from chart in st-st, taking care to

FIKMR [SVOMRK EX XLI GSVVIGX WM^I� JSV �� ����

�������GQ�JVSQ�GEWX�SR�IHKI��IRHMRK�SR�67�

Armhole edges

Next row (WS) 'EWX SJJ � WXW�TYVP[MWI��[SVO�

XS IRH� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Next row (RS) K2, ssk, pattern to end of row.

Decrease at neck edge every other row until 

�� ���� ��� �� WXW VIQEMR�

Do not cast off, place on stitch holder.

Join shoulders

Join the shoulders using a three-needle cast 

off (see opposite page).

Sleeves
;MXL 67 JEGMRK� TMGO YT ERH ORMX �� ���� ���

73) sts between the cast-off edges of the 

JVSRX ERH FEGO�YWMRK�1'��

Knit 1 row.

Top Tip
As the sleeves

are worked from the
top, you can adjust
their length easily
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Fair Isle cardigan

Next row 'LERKI XS ]EVR &� ORMX�

Start working from the chart at row 45 and 

work the chart back to row 1.

'SRXMRYI�WXVEMKLX�JSV��GQ�

Decrease down to the cuff

On the next and following (7th) row twice,

ERH XLIR SR IZIV] �XL VS[ [SVO EW JSPPS[W�

K2, ssk, pattern to last 4 sts, k2tog, k2. 47 

������������WXW

Eyelet cuff

Using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles and 

1'� ORMX � VS[W�

Next row 'LERKI XS ]EVR %� ORMX�

Eyelet row P2, *yon, p2tog; rep from * to 

last 2 sts, p2.

;MXL 1'� ORMX���VS[W�

'EWX�SJJ�

Neck edging
;MXL 1' ERH VMKLX WMHI JEGMRK� YWMRK �QQ

(UK 11, US 2/3) needles, pick up and knit 

��� ����� ���������WXW�

Knit 1 row.

Next row 'LERKI XS ]EVR %� ORMX�

Eyelet row P2, * yon, p2tog; rep from * to 

last st, p1.

'LERKI XS1'��ORMX���VS[W�

'EWX�SJJ�

To make up
Block by soaking in water with gentle

soap, rinse, wrap in towel to squeeze out

moisture. Pin out on towel and leave to dry.

 

Sew up the side and underarm seam

using mattress stitch (see page 67).

Sew on buttons, positioning evenly.

Simple steps  Three-needle cast off 

Step 1

Place knitted pieces together

with the right or wrong sides

facing, and insert a third needle

through the first stitch on both 

needles as shown  

21

Step 2

Knit these 2 stitches together,

taking both loops off the needles

in your left hand. You should have

just one stitch on your right-hand 

needle

3 4

Step 3

Repeat steps 1 and 2 again on

the following stitches to give

you 2 stitches on the right-hand

needle. Then insert a needle in

the first stitch worked on the 

right-hand needle 

Step 4

Take the first stitch over the

second stitch on the right-hand

needle as you would for a normal

cast off. Repeat steps 3 and 4

along the row and fasten off the

last stitch as you would on a 

regular cast off row 

1

3

5

7

9
10

2

4

6

8

11

13

15

17

19
20
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14

16

18

21
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27

22

24

26

28

29
30

31
32

33
34

35
36

37
38

39
40

41
42

43
44

45

0-3 months

 6-12 months

12-18 months

2 years

Key

White (01)

Old Pink (27)

Lime (09)

Lemon Punch (45)

Electric Blue (33)

Pattern repeat
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Just
8.99!

*

132 PAGES OF ON-TREND CROCHET AND NEW TECHNIQUES

order your copy today!
Call 03330 162 138 AND QUOTE ‘MOLLIE MAKES CROCHET 2018 PRINT 1’

Online WWW.BUYSUBSCRIPTIONS.COM/CRAFTSPECIAL  
Lines open weekdays 8am to 6pm and Saturday 9am to 1pm. Overseas please call +44 (0) 3330 162 138. 

* EUR price £11.99, ROW price £12.49. All prices include P&P. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

oorder your copy today!oorder your copy today!

The team behind Mollie Makes bring you a collection of contemporary crochet patterns for enthusiasts of all 

levels. Our easy-to-follow projects created by top crochet designers will inspire you to hook clothes, gifts, 

home accessories and more. Plus there’s a handy beginner’s guide so you can start right away! 
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Fall for sweet knits in blush pinks and rosebud reds and 

show your little cherub how much you care

JAM TART
Paintbox Yarns
Baby DK Pillar
Red (714), £2.89
for a 50g (167m)
ball.
Buy direct from
www.loveknitting.
com or call 0845 
544 2196

CANDY FLOSS
West Yorkshire
Spinners Bo Peep
Luxury Baby Piglet
(2569), £3.99 for a
50g (112m) ball.
Find a stockist at
www.wyspinners.
com or call
01535 664500

CHERRY PIE
Robin Bonny
Babe DK
Raspberry (1369)
£1.99 for a 100g
(300m) ball.
Find a stockist at
www.tbramsden.
co.uk or call
01943 872264

3 dreamy Valentine yarns…
You’ll swoon for these soft shades

Little love
Treat your little Valentine to a cosy knit made in

Paintbox Yarns’ affordable, washable new yarn, Baby 

DK. Irresistibly soft for delicate skin, it’s a gentle

blend of acrylic and nylon that’s perfect for baby

clothes. We love this Rosy Garden blanket set, with

its sweetheart motif. There are 25 shades to choose 

from, from powdery pastels to

cheery brights, and the pattern is

available for 0-3 to 12-18 months.

Paintbox Yarns Baby DK, £2.89

per 50g (167m) ball. Pattern,

free to download. To buy go to

www.loveknitting.com or call 

0845 544 2196

Your favourite yarns for cosy knits?

Rowan Cocoon and Kid Classic. They’re
so soft and quick to knit - the ultimate in 
comfort knitting.

And your favourite knits for the nursery?

Lots of lovely toys to cuddle and blankets
– for mum and baby. Toys and blankets are 
TIVJIGX KMJXW EW XLI] HSRŭX LEZI XS ƤX�

What colours are you using this season?

8IEPŷ EP[E]W XIEP� -ŭQ EPWS PSZMRKQYXIH
greys and sludgy greens at the moment.

What’s your best New Year knitting tip?

Pick something small to do in a few days
and have a break from bigger projects. I’ll
be knitting myself a pair of Snuggle Socks
from my new book, Cute Comfort Knits.

Je t’aime

Dear heart

Add the perfect

ƤRMWLMRK XSYGL XS

your latest knit with

these irresistible

personalised

buttons byMelissa

Choroszewska

Ceramics.

From £1.50

per button.

To buy go to www.
melissaceramics.

com

with designer Jem Weston 

Q&AChilly days call for the snuggliest
knits – keep your little one warm
in this chunky cherry red cabled
coat from Bergere de France’s
new collection for little ones,Mag
02 Calinou. Worked in seed stitch,

reverse
stocking
stitch and
cables, it’s a
labour of love.

Mag 02
Calinou,
£3.74. To
buy, go to
www.bergere 
defrance.
co.uk

Knitting trends

We love… 

Add a
touch of
romance

ElmeKamel.ir
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Q&A   

Meet some of our knitting experts…

Joanna
Benner
has helped many

people learn to

knit, and is ready to

share her know-how

Lucy Whyld
is Love Knitting’s

editor and has all the

very latest yarn and

baby garment trends

EX LIV ƤRKIVXMTW

Angela
Turner
has designed many

of the baby patterns

and toys featured

in Love Knitting

Sarah 
Heys
has a degree in

Knitwear Design

and is here to solve

your yarn tangles

Ask the experts
We invite a top team of knitting experts to answer your problems.   

Send your questions to us at love.knitting@immediate.co.uk

ADD IT UP

Qmaths involved with knitting 

a tension square before you

start. I’ve heard about the Pony

knitting calculator, but does it

actually help?

Sarah Evans, Dalby

ASarah says: They really do

help when you’re working

from the samp end result

doesn’t look much different

having used two strands!

BUTTON UP

QI have a pattern for

a cardigan which I’m

knitting for my grandson. On

the pattern it says to put the

buttons on the right and left

depending on whether you are

knitting for a boy or girl. Is this 

as if they were wearing or as

I’m looking at it?

Joyce Fuller, Reading

AAngela says: Hi Joyce,

generally, on our patterns

and ones we’ve knitted, right

and left are referring to the

garment as worn. So, Right

Front is the Right Front of the

cardigan-wearer. Although

we’ve noticed the growing

popularity of unisex patterns,

so it can be on either side!

knitting shops) which is easy

to knit in a mixture of knit and

purl stitches. We hope you

IRNS] ORMXXMRK ]SYV ƤVWX TVSNIGX�

THICK AND THIN

QI’ve been given some really

thin baby yarn by a friend 

but I don’t really like knitting on

thin needles and was going to

make a cosy pair of booties for

my daughter – do you think it

would be ok to double up the

yarn to knit with?

Louise Barnes, Liverpool.

ASarah says: Hi Louise,

combining the yarns to

GVIEXI E XLMGOIV SRI [MPP FI ƤRI

to do. You won’t need to knit

any differently but we would

recommend making sure you’re 

always using both strands so 

as not to create any loops in 

your knitting. As you can see

NEW KNITTER

QI’m very new to knitting

and would like to make my

sister’s one-year-old something 

for his birthday in February. Can

you suggest an easy pattern? 

Sophie Dowling, Somerset

AJoanna says: Hi Sophie,

we hope you're enjoying

learning to knit! We think one

of the easiest things you can

knit is a hat – it’s a nice small

project that won’t seem as

daunting as a blanket can.

We’ve found you this great

pattern, knitted in Snuggly DK,

pattern 1365 (found in good

76 LO V E K N IT T I N G

A sweet hat in

simple stitches
Buttons on the right,

the left or does it really

matter? You decide!

J

a

a

g

F

c

w

p

s

f h h d l

Sample in two strands

of thinner yarn

Sample knitted

in a thick yarn
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out how many stitches and

rows you need per cm. We’d

recommend getting one! They

work very simply with the

calculator showing you the

number of stitches and rows

you need for the required width

and length of the garments

when knitted. It's available from

knitting shops or online at

www.deramores.com for £3.49.

FIRST STITCHES

Q1] HEYKLXIV MW ƤZI ERH

has shown an interest

in knitting with me. Could

you recommend a kit for her

birthday in February?

Sally Parker, Norfolk

ALucy says: We love to hear

about little ones learning to

QCould you explain how

to cast on stitches at the

end of the row? I’m knitting

a teddy for my son and the

pattern is telling me I need to

do it. I haven’t had to do this

before so any advice would 

be very welcome!

George Turner, Falmouth

AJoanna says: To cast  

on stitches at the end

of a row you will need to haveof a row

all your stitches on the left

hand needle (1) to start

with. Put your right hand

needle through the 1st stitch 

as if to knit (2), but rather

than sliding your stitch off,

hook your new stitch onto

your left needle (3), 1 stitch 

cast on (4). Repeat the

process until you have cast

on as many stitches as you

need, then carry on knitting

as your pattern instructs.

Always knit a

sample square to

get the right size

knit! We’ve found this Galt First

Knitting set that we think your

daughter will love! It comes with

everything she’ll need to join

in with your hobby, including

needles, a pom pom tool, eight

balls of yarn and easy-to-follow

instructions. We do hope you

both have fun knitting together!

The kit is from Hobbycraft,

instore or online for £10.

We’d recommend knitting a

gauge swatch to make sure

MX QEXGLIW ]SYV TEXXIVR ƤVWX�

before you start.

TOY TIME

QI’d like to knit some toys 

for my granddaughter 

who is turning three in a

couple of months. Could you

suggest some good patterns?

Linda Rogers, Kent

AAngela says: We’ve found

this super-cuteA Knit Me,

Dress Me, Love Me book by Sue

Stratford full of lovely knitted

ERMQEP XS]W ERH SYXƤXW XS HVIWW

them in. Your granddaughter

will love playing dress-up with

these! The book is available

from Amazon, £7.74.

Lots of easy knits

for beginners in this

starter kit from Galt

Maths made easy

with Pony's clever

knitting calculator

SIZE IT UP

QI’ve been given a couple of

self-striping yarn balls by

a friend. They don’t have any

bands on them, but she thinks

they might be from Rico. I’m

not sure what knitting needles

to use – can you help? 

Emily, Ealing

ASarah says: We think you

might have been given

Rico Baby Dream DK, which is 

an acrylic mix and should be

knitted on 4mm needles. 

1 2

3 4

Get creative with

this sweet book

packed with ideas
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Love Knitting for Baby 

magazine is your complete 

baby and toy collection 

+IX ���� SJJ XS E ƥ]MRK WXEVX [MXL XLI

PEXIWX MWWYI SJ Love Knitting for Baby!

8LMW GSPPIGXMSR SJ TEXXIVRW MW TIVJIGX JSV

FEFMIW SJ EPP EKIW ũ MRGPYHMRK SYV GPEWWMG

GSPSYVFPSGO GSZIV WXE MRXEVWME WREOI

W[IEXI *EMV -WPI TEWXIP GEVHMI� LSX TMRO

NEGOIX ERH E GSW] XIHH] LSSHMI� 4PYW XLI

GYHHPMIWX WPSXL XS E VEGMRK GEV TPE]WIX�

TEXGL[SVO FPEROIX� ERHQYGLQSVI��

3VHIV ]SYV GST] XSHE]�

SIMPLY TAP HERE TO 
SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE

TAP 
HERE

 for more 
info

GetGet Love Knitting for BabyLove Knitting for Babyb red direct to your devicedelived liy

Save when you subscribe to the digital edition
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Spring fling
The gentle stripes are just lovely on this 

sweet hoodie from Sirdar. Use self-

patterning yarn to create the effect

Gorgeous

Fair Isle-

effect

pattern!
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Stripy hoodie
You will need
■ Sirdar Snuggly Crofter Chunky, 50g in: 

Bella (501) x 3 (4: 4: 6: 6) balls

■ 6.5mm (UK 3, US 10½) knitting needles

■ 5.5mm (UK 5, US 9) knitting needles 

■ Stitch holders

Measurements
■ See sizing guide

Tension
■ 14 sts and 19 rows to 10cm (4in) over

stocking stitch using 6.5mm (UK 3, US 

10½) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Stripy hoodie

About this yarn
Sirdar Snuggly Crofter Chunky
55% nylon, 45% acrylic

75m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£3.49, for stockists visit  

www.sirdar.co.uk

Hooded sweater
Back
Using 5.5mm (UK 5, US 9) needles and

thumb method, cast on 37 (41: 45: 49: 53) 

sts.

Row 1 *K1, p1, rep from * to last st, k1.

Row 2 P1, *k1, p1, rep from * to end.

These 2 rows will now be referred to as 1x1 

rib.

Work 3 rows more in 1x1 rib.

Row 6 P2 (2: 4: 3: 4), p2tog, (p4 [5: 5: 6: 4],

p2tog) 5 (5: 5: 5: 7) times, p3 (2: 4: 4: 5). 31 

(35: 39: 43: 45) sts.

'LERKI XS ���QQ �9/ �� 97���~�RIIHPIW�

and proceed as follows:-

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2 Purl.

These 2 rows will now be referred to as st-st 

(stocking stitch).

Working in st-st (throughout), cont until

back measures 12 (15: 18: 23: 26)cm (4¾ 

[6: 7: 9: 10¼]in), ending with a WS row.

Shape raglan

'EWX�SJJ������������ ��WXW�EX�FIK�SJ�RI\X���

rows. 25 (29: 31: 35: 37) sts. **

For 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 5th sizes only

Work 4 rows, dec 1 st at each end of 1st 

row. 23 (27: 29: 35) sts.

For all 5 sizes

Work 12 (14: 14: 20: 18) rows, dec 1 st at

each end of next and every foll alt row. 11 

(13: 15: 15: 17) sts.

Leave rem 11 (13: 15: 15: 17) sts on a stitch 

holder.

Front
Work as given for Back to **.

For 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 5th sizes only

Work 4 rows, dec 1 st at each end of 1st 

row. 23 (27: 29: 35) sts.

For all 5 sizes

Work 6 (8: 8: 12: 10) rows, dec 1 st at each

end of next and every foll alt row. 17 (19: 21: 

23: 25) sts. 

H
ere’s a cute little hooded

top that’s just right for

baby as we head from

winter into spring. It’s knitted in

7RYKKP] &EF] 'VSJXIV 'LYRO]�

which is a fab chunky yarn that

– hey presto – creates a Fair Isle 

effect as you knit! Snuggly Baby 

'VSJXIV 'LYRO] MW MRWTMVIH F]

the muted tones of the Scottish

Highlands, and this gorgeous

shade features stripes of purple,

green and soft neutrals – ideal

for both wee lads and lassies!

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements 0-6 mths 6-12 mths 1-2 yrs 2-3 yrs 4-5 yrs

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 46 51 56 61

in 16 18 20 22 24

Actual
measurements

cm 44 50 56 61 64

in 17¼ 19¾ 22 24 25¼

Full length
cm 24 28 32 38 42

in �~ 11 ��~ 15 ��~

Sleeve length
cm 15 17 20 24 29

in 6 �~ 8 �~ ��~
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Stripy hoodie

When the hood is in place,

the ribbed edge overlaps

JSV�ER�I\XVE�GSW]�ƤRMWL�

It’s in the detail
When you have knitted the raglan

sleeves, join them to the body of the

garment one edge at a time. Join

the seams together from bottom

to top with mattress stitch, using a

large-eyed tapestry needle threaded

with a length of your yarn. Once this

is done, you can pick up the stitches 

around the neck for the hood.

Work 2 rows more, dec 1 st at each end of 

next row. 15 (17: 19: 21: 23) sts.

Shape neck

Next row K2tog, k4 (4: 4: 6: 6), turn, leave

rem 9 (11: 13: 13: 15) sts on a stitch holder.

Working on these 5 (5: 5: 7: 7) sts only, 

proceed as follows:-

Work 2 rows, dec 1 st at raglan edge in 2nd

row AT SAME TIME dec 1 st at neck edge in 

every row. 2 (2: 2: 4: 4) sts.

For 4th and 5th sizes only

Work 2 rows, dec 1 st at each end of 2nd 

row. (2: 2) sts.

For all 5 sizes

Next row P2tog. Fasten off.

With RS facing, rejoin yarn to rem 9 (11: 13:

13: 15) sts, cast off next 3 (5: 7: 5: 7) sts,

knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. 5 (5: 5: 7: 7) sts.

Work 2 rows, dec 1 st at neck edge in every 

row AT SAME TIME dec 1 st at raglan edge 

in 2nd row. 2 (2: 2: 4: 4) sts.

For 4th and 5th sizes only

Work 2 rows, dec 1 st at each end of 2nd 

row. (2: 2) sts.

For all 5 sizes

Next row P2tog. Fasten off.

Sleeves (both alike)
Using 5.5mm (UK 5, US 9) needles and

thumb method, cast on 23 (23: 25: 25: 27) 

sts.

Work 5 rows in 1x1 rib.

Row 6 P1 (1: 2: 2: 3), p2tog, (p4, p2tog) 3

times, p2 (2: 3: 3: 4). 19 (19: 21: 21: 23) sts.

'LERKI XS ���QQ �9/ �� 97 ��~ RIIHPIW

and working in st-st (throughout), inc 1 st  

at each end of 3rd and every foll 6th

(4th: 4th: 6th: 6th) row to 23 (29: 25: 33:  

35) sts.

Top Tip
Remember to always
follow the washing

instructions for your yarn 
for best results

ElmeKamel.ir
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Stripy hoodie

For 1st, 3rd and 5th sizes only

Inc 1 st at each end of every foll 8th (6th: 

8th) row to 25 (31: 37) sts.

For all 5 sizes

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP WPIIZIQIEWYVIW

�� ���� ��� ��� ��GQ �� ?�~� �� �~� ��~AMR�

or length required, ending with a WS row.

Shape raglan

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� � WXW EX FIK SJ�RI\X���

rows. 19 (23: 23: 25: 29) sts.

Work 8 (4: 8: 8: 4) rows, dec 1 st at each end

of next and foll 4th (0: 4th: 4th: 0) row. 15 

(21: 19: 21: 27) sts.

Work 8 (14: 10: 12: 18) rows, dec 1 st at

each end of next and every foll alt row. 7 (7: 

9: 9: 9) sts. **

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ���������������WXW�

Hood
Join raglan seams. Using 6.5mm (UK 3, US

��~�RIIHPIW��GEWX�SR��������������������

sts, with RS facing using same needle and

yarn knit across 11 (13: 15: 15: 17) sts left

on a stitch holder at back of neck, cast on

16 (16: 16: 17: 18) sts. 43 (45: 47: 49: 53) sts.

Starting with a purl row, work in st-st until

hood measures 16 (17: 18: 19: 20)cm (6¼

?�~������~���AMR��IRHMRK�[MXL�E�;7�VS[�

Shape top

Next row 'EWX SJJ �� ���� ��� ��� �� WXW�

k14 (14: 14: 16: 16), cast off 14 (15: 16: 16: 

18) sts. 15 (15: 15: 17: 17) sts.

WithWS facing, rejoin yarn to rem 15 (15: 

15: 17: 17) sts and purl to end.

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP LSSHQIEWYVIW

10 (11: 12: 12: 13)cm (4 [4¼: 4¾: 4¾: 5¼]in), 

IRHMRK [MXL E;7 VS[� 'EWX SJJ�

Join side edges at top of hood to 14 (15: 16: 

16: 18) cast off sts.

Hood border

With RS facing, using 5.5mm (UK 5, US 9)

needles, pick up and knit 28 (29: 31: 33: 34) 

sts evenly along right side of hood, 21 (21:

21: 23: 23) sts evenly along cast-off edge

and 28 (29: 31: 33: 34) sts evenly along left 

side of hood. 77 (79: 83: 89: 91) sts.

Starting with row 1 of 1x1 rib, work 5 rows.

'EWX�SJJ�MR�VMF�

To make up
Join side and sleeve seams.

Placing ends of hood border to centre front

of neck, sew hood evenly in position to top 

of sleeves and neck edge.

Pin out garment to the measurement

KMZIR� 'SZIV�[MXL�HEQT�GPSXLW�ERH�PIEZI�

until dry. 

The Fair Isle effect is

easy to make without the

need of a chart for this

adorable hooded top

More ideas
For more great Sirdar baby patterns,

from cardigans and jumpers to hats

and blankets, visit www.sirdar.co.uk

ElmeKamel.ir
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Stripy hoodie

The hood is knitted
in one piece and

finished with a simple 
rib edging 
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All fair
and square

Snuggle up with this cosy patchwork-

style blanket in a rainbow of textured

squares, edged with a simple knitted 

border. By Nicki Trench

Mix and
match yourfavourite

colours

ElmeKamel.ir
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Baby blanket
You will need
■ Debbie Bliss Baby Cashmerino sport 

yarn, 50g in:

Ecru (101) x 5 balls – A

Rose Pink (94) x 3 balls – B 

Apple (02) x 3 balls – C

Light Blue (202) x 3 balls – D 

Lake (301) x 3 balls – E

Silver (12) x 3 balls – F

Fuchsia Pink (088) x 3 balls – G 

Amber (66) x 3 balls – H

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) circular needle

■ Yarn sewing needle

Measurements
■ 116x130cm (45½x51in), including  

a 2cm (¾in) border

Tension
■ Each knitted square: approx 7cm (2¾in) 

square, using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) 

needles

Abbreviations
■ sl1p: slip 1 stitch purlwise with yarn  

in front

■ s2togkpo: with yarn at back, slip 2

stitches together knitwise, knit 1, pass  

2 slipped stitches over

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Patchwork blanket

About this yarn
Debbie Bliss Baby Cashmerino
55% wool, 33% acrylic, 12% cashmere 

125m per 50g

(IPMGEXIQEGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£4.99, for stockists call 01535 664 222  

or visit www.designeryarns.uk.com

BABY BLANKET
Knit the squares
Make a total of 288 squares:

55 squares in A

35 squares in B

�� WUYEVIW MR '� (� *�ERH�+

24 squares in E

30 squares in H

Square
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles,  

cast on 31 sts.

Row 1 (RS) K to end.

Row 2 Sl1p, k13, s2togkpo, k13, k1tbl. 29 sts

Row 3 and all alt rows Sl1p, knit to last st, 

k1tbl.

Row 4 Sl1p, k12, s2togkpo, k12, k1tbl. 27 sts

Row 6 Sl1p, k11, s2togkpo, k11, k1tbl. 25 sts

Row 8 Sl1p, k10, s2togkpo, k10, k1tbl. 23 sts

Row 10 Sl1p, k9, s2togkpo, k9, k1tbl. 21 sts

Row 12 Sl1p, k8, s2togkpo, k8, k1tbl. 19 sts

Row 14 Sl1p, k7, s2togkpo, k7, k1tbl. 17 sts

Row 16 Sl1p, k6, s2togkpo, k6, k1tbl. 15 sts

Row 18 Sl1p, k5, s2togkpo, k5, k1tbl. 13 sts

Row 20 Sl1p, k4, s2togkpo, k4, k1tbl. 11 sts

Row 22 Sl1p, k3, s2togkpo, k3, k1tbl. 9 sts

Row 24 Sl1p, k2, s2togkpo, k2, k1tbl. 7 sts

Row 26 Sl1p, k1, s2togkpo, k1, k1tbl. 5 sts

Row 28 Sl1p, s2togkpo, k1tbl. 3 sts

Row 30 S2togkpo.

'YX ]EVR ERH TYPP�XLVSYKL�PEWX�WXMXGL XS  

fasten off.

*MRMWLMRK
0E] WUYEVIW SYX 67 YT SR E ƥEX WYVJEGI[MXL

colours randomly placed, 16 squares across 

by 18 squares down. With RS together, 

oversew the squares together in strips using

whipstitch and one of the colours from each 

pair of squares, to disguise the stitching.

Press the seams lightly using a damp cloth.

Border
Using A and 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) circular

needle, and with RS facing, pick up and knit

240 sts along top edge (15 sts along each 

square.)

Knit 8 rows, inc 1 st at each end of all RS 

VS[W� 'EWX SJJ�

Pick up and knit 240 sts along bottom edge.  

Knit 8 rows inc 1 st at each end of all RS  

VS[W� 'EWX SJJ�

Pick up and knit 270 sts along one side edge.

Knit 8 rows inc 1 st at each end of all RS rows. 

'EWX SJJ�

Pick up and knit 270 sts along second side

edge. Knit 8 rows inc 1 st at each end of all  

67 VS[W� 'EWX SJJ�

With RS together, sew border seams at  

all four corners.

T
this blanket was originally

designed to be used as a

crib blanket, but we think

it’s so pretty you could use it as a

cosy throw for the nursery – just 

perfect for those late-night or

early-morning wake-up calls with 

FEF]� 'VIEXIH JVSQ IMKLX WLEHIW�

SJ WRYKKP] &EF] 'EWLQIVMRS

yarn, the combination of these

colours creates a lovely look,

but feel free to mix and match

a bolder or more pastel colour

palette for your little one’s nursery.

More ideas
Taken from Cute

and Easy Little

Knits: 35 Quick and 

Quirky Projects

You’ll Love to Make

by Nicki Trench, CICO Books, £12.99.  

Photography © CICO Books 2017 
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How to knit
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Knitting basics

Make a slip knot Start all knitting projects with this easy knot

Twist the yarn into a loop, and

form a second loop of yarn to pull

XLVSYKL XLI ƤVWX SRI� EW WLS[R�

Twist the yarn into a loop and 8MKLXIR XLI ƤVWX PSST MRXS E ORSX

EVSYRH XLI WIGSRH� 8LMW [MPP RS[

FI ]SYV ƤVWX GEWX�SR WXMXGL�

8MKLXIR XLI ƤVWX PSST MRXS E ORSX

Cast on – two needle method Use this for a strong, hardwearing edge

Insert the left needle tip through

the front of this new loop, dropping

MX SJJ XLI VMKLX RIIHPI�

Insert the left needle tip through 6ITIEX WXITW ��� EW RIIHIH�

forming new stitches from the

XST WXMXGL SR XLI PIJX RIIHPI�

6ITIEX WXITW � � EW RIIHIHWith the slip knot on your left

needle, insert the right needle

JVSQ JVSRX XS FEGO SJ XLI PSST�

With the slip knot on your left Wrap the ball end of the yarn

anticlockwise around the right

RIIHPI� 4YPP XLMW XLVSYKL XLI PSST�

Wrap the ball end of the yarn

Never knitted before? 
*SPPS[�SYV�WXIT�F]�WXIT�
diagrams and instructions 
XS�KIX�WXEVXIH��-XŭW�IEWMIV�
than you think!

Cast off ;LEX XS HS [LIR ]SYŭZI VIEGLIH XLI IRH

8S FIKMR� ORMX SRP] XLI ƤVWX X[S

WXMXGLIW MR XLI GEWX�SJJ VS[�

8S FIKMR ORMX SRP] XLI ƤVWX X[S 4YWL XLI PIJX RIIHPI XLVSYKL XLI

ƤVWX WXMXGL� 0MJX MX SZIV XLI WIGSRH

stitch and off the right needle

4YWL XLI PIJX RIIHPI XLVSYKL XLI With one stitch now on the right

needle, knit another stitch and

VITIEX WXIT � XS XLI IRH SJ XLI VS[�

With one stitch now on the right 'YX XLI ]EVR PIEZMRK E ��GQ ��MR

tail, and pull the tail through the

ƤREP GEWX SJJ WXMXGL�

'YX XLI ]EVR PIEZMRK E ��GQ ��MR

Wrap the ball end of the yarn

ERXMGPSGO[MWI EVSYRH XLI RIIHPI�

4YWL XLI RIIHPI XLVSYKL XLI PSST�

Wrap the ball end of the yarn Slide the loop off your thumb and

XMKLXIR FSXL IRHW� 6ITIEX WXITW

��� JSV IEGL WXMXGL�

Slide the loop off your thumb andMake a slipknot with a long tail

SJ ���J GQ ��MR TIV WXMXGL XLEX XLI

TEXXIVR EWOW ]SY XS GEWX SR��

Make a slipknot with a long tail Loop the tail end of the yarn

around your left thumb, and slide

XLI RIIHPI XMT MRXS XLMW PSST�

Loop the tail end of the yarn

Cast on – thumb method 9WI XLMW JSV ER I\XVE�WXVIXGL] IHKI

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3 4

3

3

4

4
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Knitting basics

Standard abbreviations

0 = no stitches

alt = alternate

approx = approximately

beg ! FIKMR�RMRK

cb = cable back

CC = contrast colour

cf = cable forward

ch = chain

cn = cable needle

co = cast on

cont = continue

dc = double crochet

dec ! HIGVIEWI �MRK �F]

working two stitches together

DPNs ! HSYFPI�TSMRXIH RIIHPIW

foll = following

g-st = garter stitch

inc ! MRGVIEWI �MRK

k = knit

k2tog = knit 2 sts together

k(1)tbl ! ORMX �� MRXS FEGO PSST

kfb = knit into front and back

of stitch

kwise = knitwise

ktog = knit together

LH = left hand

LT = left twist

m1 = make one stitch by picking

up the loop lying between the

stitch just worked and the

next stitch and working into 

the back of it

m-st = moss stitch

MB = make bobble

MC = main colour

P1 = work into the stitch

directly below the one at the

tip of the left needle, and drop

the stitch on the needle off  

as usual

p2tog = purl 2 sts together 

�� WXMXGL HIGVIEWIH

p3tog ! TYVP � WXW XSKIXLIV

�� WXMXGLIW HIGVIEWIH

patt = pattern

Knit 0IEVR XLI FEWMG WXMXGL XLEX IZIV]SRI PSZIW

Insert the right needle into the left

RIIHPIŭW XST WXMXGL� JVSQ JVSRX XS

FEGO� [MXL XLI ]EVR EX XLI FEGO�

Insert the right needle into the left Hold the yarn around the right index

ƤRKIV ERH [VET MX ERXMGPSGO[MWI

EVSYRH XLI VMKLX RIIHPI�

Hold the yarn around the right index

Using the right needle, pull this

new loop of yarn through the

WXMXGL SR XLI PIJX RIIHPI�

Using the right needle pull this Ease the stitch off the left needle,

keeping the new stitch on the right

RIIHPI� 6ITIEX XLIWI WXITW�

Ease the stitch off the left needle

Purl A knit stitch on the other side

Insert the right needle into the

JVSRX SJ XLI PIJX RIIHPIŭW XST WXMXGL��

[MXL XLI ]EVR EX XLI JVSRX�

Insert the right needle into the ;MXL ]SYV VMKLX MRHI\ ƤRKIV� [VET

the yarn anticlockwise around the

XST SJ XLI VMKLX RIIHPI�

;MXL ]SYV VMKLX MRHI\ ƤRKIV [VET

Using the right needle, pull this

new loop of yarn back through

XLI JVSRX SJ XLI WXMXGL�

Using the right needle pull this Ease the stitch off the left needle,

keeping the new stitch on the right

RIIHPI��6ITIEX XLIWI WXITW�

Ease the stitch off the left needle

patt2tog = work 2 st together

in pattern

p = purl

pfb = purl into front and  

back of stitch

PM = place marker

psso = pass slipped  

WXMXGL SZIV

pwise = purlwise

rem ! VIQEMR �MRK

rep or rept ! VITIEX �MRK

rev ! VIZIVWI

rev st-st ! VIZIVWI WXSGOMRK

stitch

rnd(s) ! VSYRH�W �SR E

GMVGYPEV RIIHPI�(42W

RH = right hand

RS = right side

RT = right twist

skpo = slip 1, knit 1, pass

WPMTTIH WXMXGL SZIV

sl = slip

sl st = slip stitch

sm = stitch marker

sppo = slip 1, purl 1, pass

WPMTTIH WXMXGL SZIV

ssk = slip 2 stitches one at a

time, knit 2 slipped stitches

XSKIXLIV �� WXMXGL HIGVIEWIH

sssk ! WPMT � WXMXGLIW SRI EX

E XMQI� ORMX � WPMTTIH WXMXGLIW

XSKIXLIV �X[S WXMXGLIW

HIGVIEWIH

st(s) ! WXMXGL�IW

st-st = stocking stitch

tbl = through back of loop

tog = together

tr = treble crochet

WS = wrong side

wyib = with yarn at back

wyif = with yarn in front

ybk = yarn to the back

yf or yfwd = yarn forward

yo or yon ! ]EVR SZIV RIIHPI

yrn = yarn round needle

14 2mm 0

13 2.25mm 1

– 2.5mm –

12 2.75mm 2

11 3mm –

10 3.25mm 3

– 3.5mm 4

 9 3.75mm 5

8 4mm 6

7 4.5mm 7

6 5mm 8

5 5.5mm 9

4 6mm 10

3 6.5mm 10½

2 7mm –

 1 7.5mm –

0 8mm 11

00 9mm 13

000 10mm 15

– 12mm 17

– 15mm 19

– 20mm 36

 – 25mm 50

UK METRIC US UK METRIC US UK METRIC US

Needle sizes

1
2

�
�

�
�

7
8

9
1
0

1
1

1
2

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

1
7

1
8

1
9

2
0

2
1

2
2

�
�

�
�

�
�

n
c

h
1

22
�

�
�

�
7

8
9

1
0

1

3

1

3

2

4

2

4
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-J ]SYŭZI RSX XVMIH GVSGLIX FIJSVI� PIEVR XLI FEWMG
WXMXGLIW [MXL SYV WXIT�F]�WXIT KYMHI XLIR YWI MX XS
add pretty edging or motifs to your knitted projects
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Crochet basics

1, 2 & 3-ply /RMX SR � � ���QQ RIIHPIW� 9WI JSV HIPMGEXI PEGI ORMXXMRK ERH

FEF] KEVQIRXW��+SSH JSV WSGOW ERH KPSZIW�

4-ply /RMX SR � � �QQ RIIHPIW� +VIEX JSV FEF] GPSXLIW��LIEZMIV WSGOW ERH

PMKLX[IMKLXPMKLX[IMKLX XSTWXSTW�

Double knitting (DK)bl k i i ( ) /RMX/ M SR ��� � ���QQ RIIHPIWHP � 9WYEPP]PP HSYFPIH FP XLIL [IMKLXM L

SJ ��TP]T ]� XLMW MW XLI QSWX [MHIP]] YWIH [IMKLXK ��7YMXEFPI JSV QSWX KEVQIRXWK ERH

UYMGO XS ORMX YT�

Chunky /RMX SR ��� � �QQ RIIHPIW� %WWSGMEXIH [MXL SYXHSSV [IEV ERH [MRXIV

NNYQTIVW� IEXKVIEX JSVJSV SZIVWM^IHSZIVWM^IH KEVQIRXWKEVQIRXW��

Super chunky /RMX SR � � ��QQ RIIHPIWHP � %% KVIEXX [IMKLXM LX JSVJ FIKMRRIVWFIKMRRIVW� EWEW MXMX

TVSHYGIW UYMGO VIWYPXW� H+SSH JJSV J RMWLMRKWJYVRMWLMRKW�

Big /RMX SR � � ��QQ RIIHPIW� 4IVJIGX JSV I]I�GEXGLMRKX LM WGEVZIWW ERHERH GSEXWGSEXW� EWEW

[IPP EW GSW] GYWLMSRW ERH XLVS[W�

Aran Knit SR � � ���QQ RIIHPIW� 3VMKMREPP] GVIEXIH JSV ƤWLIVQIRŭW NYQTIVW�

9WI [LIR (/ MWRŭX LIEZ]] IRSYKLK � ERH GLYRO]] MW XSS FYPO]]� 4IVJIGX JSV SYXHSSV

SV [EVQ GPSXLMRK�

UK METRIC US

Hook sizes

How to crochet

Foundation chain Like casting on, this is the basis for your crochet pproject

With the yarn still under the hook,

bring the hook through the slip knot

XS GVIEXI E RI[ PSST�

Lengthen the chain bin by repeating

WXITW ���� GVIEXMRK E RI[[ GGLEMR

WXMXGL [MXL IEGL VITIEX�

To start, make a slip knot around 

]SYV GVSGLIX LSSO�

Bring the yarn around the hook

from the back to the front and

GEXGL XLI ]EVR [MXL XLI LSSO�

'EVV] XLI ]EVR SZIV XLI LSSO EKEMR��

and draw this through both loops

SR ]SYV GVSGLIX LSSO�

Double crochet A basic stitch that creates a dense fabric

Yarn weights

There are lots of different weights of yarn to choose from, so read

our handy guide to picking the right yarn for your project, from 

HIPMGEXI PEGI[IMKLX XS FPEROIXW ERH GLYRO] FMK ORMXW���

Insert your hook into the loop of  

the next stitch and carry the yarn

SZIV XLI LSSO�

&VMRK XLI ]EVR XLVSYKL XLI WXMXGL�

=SY [MPP RS[ LEZI X[S PSSTW SR

]SYV GVSGLIX LSSO�

14 2mm B/1

13 2.25mm –

12 2.5mm C/2

11 3mm –

10 3.25mm D/3

9 3.5mm E/4

8 4mm G/6

7 4.5mm 7

6 5mm H/8

5 5.5mm I/9

4 6mm J/10

3 6.5mm K/10½

2 7mm –

0 8mm –

00 9mm –

000 10mm –

1

1

2

2

3

3

4
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Angela Turner
www.angelaturner

designs.etsy.com

Ann Franklin
www.ravelry.com/

designers/ann-franklin 

CICO Books
www.rylandpeters.com

Designer Yarns
www.designeryarns.uk.com

01535 664 222

Debbie Bliss
www.debbiebliss  

online.com

Immediate Media is a company dedicated to producing the very best consumer specialist

magazines. Magazines are edited and designed to inform our readers, enhance their lives 

and give them the best value for money possible.

© Immediate Media Ltd 2018

We take great care to ensure all elements of Love Knitting for Baby are accurate.

However, we accept no liability for any misprints or mistakes that appear in this magazine.

Love Knitting is published by:

Immediate Media Limited, 2nd Floor, Tower House,

Fairfax Street, Bristol BS1 3BN 

Tel: 0117 927 9009

Fax: 0117 934 9008

DROPS
www.garnstudio.com

Fiona Goble
[[[�ƤSREKSFPI�GS�YO

Jo Allport
www.yarntreedesigns.com

Julie Ferguson
www.ravelry.com/

designers/julie-ferguson 

Mary Henderson
www.ravelry.com/

designers/mary-henderson

Nicki Trench
www.nickitrench.com

Meet the team…

Acting Editor Amanda Robinson

Commissioning Editor Zeena Moolla

Art Editor Tricia Ball

GroupPublisher Kerry Lawrence

Editor-in-Chief Debora Bradley

Managing Director Andy Marshall

'LMIJ )\IGYXMZI 3JƤGIV Tom Bureau

Brand Sales Executive Rachael Hawkins

Production Director Sarah Powell

Junior Production Coordinator SarahGreenhalgh

Subscriptions Director Jacky Perales-Morris

Direct Sales Manager Kevin Slaughter

Reprographics Tony Hunt, Chris Sutch, Rob Fletcher

Photography Steve Sayers, Philip Sowels

Distribution Frontline

Printed in the UK by William Gibbons

A special thank you to our contributors
Jo Allport, Joanna Benner, Poppy Benner, Jenny May
Forsyth, Cecilia Forfitt, Ann Franklin, Sarah Heys,
Sue Jones, Val Pierce, Angela Turner, Dorothy Wood 

Pattern checker
Joanna Benner

For pattern help
patternhelp@immediate.co.uk

Order hotline and customer enquiries
To order a single copy of Love Knitting for Baby
or any of our wonderful craft magazines,
please call the order hotline on 0844 844 0388

Join us on Facebook
Become a fan of our Love Knitting Facebook
page and show us your latest creations. Find us
at www.facebook.com/loveknittingmagazine

Copyright guidelines
Unauthorised reproduction of this magazine, in whole or part,
is prohibited without written permission of the publisher. This
magazine is not to be resold, lent or hired out for more than  
the recommended retail price or in part.

7EJIX] ƤVWX
Always attach embellishments securely, including buttons
and loose threads. Use a high-quality stuffing for toys and
consider stitching features such as eyes in the same yarn 
you’re knitting in.

Immediate Media is working to ensure that all its paper is
sourced from well-managed forests. This magazine can be
recycled, for use in newspapers and packaging.Please remove
any gifts, samples or wrapping and dispose of it at your local 
collection point.

We abide by IPSO’s rules and regulations. To give feedback
about our magazines, please visit immediate.co.uk, email
editorialcomplaints@immediate.co.uk
or write to the Editor, Lucy Whyld at the address below.

Peter Pan
www.tbramsden.co.uk 

01943 872 264

Sirdar
www.sirdar.co.uk                   

01924 231 682

Sublime
www.sublimeyarns.com

01924 369 666

West Yorkshire 
Spinners
www.wyspinners.com 

01535 664 500

Val Pierce
www.ravelry.com/

designers/val-pierce 

Shopping guide
Buy yarn and pattern books from this issue,
plus take a look at our designers’ websites
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9 L V E K N IT T I N

And ƤREPP]ŷ

The last word
1II HIWMKRIV RH EYXLSV *MSR +SFP [MXL

PMJIPSRK SZ ORMXXMRK ERH SSH ]EVR

ho taught you to knit and how long have

ou been knitting for

1 QY X[M WMWXI 7LIIPE XEY L Q

[L - M J V L IQM VEXI

'EREH MR L ��� W� 7S Z FII RMXXMR

JS [IP SZI ��� ]IEV

8L VW XLMR XLE ] ORMXXIH

[ EFSY Z E GSRZIR WGLSS

KEV I WXMXG HMWLGPSX R ]IPPS

S M S WXEV HIWMKRMR SYV S[ RMXW

[ HIWMKRMR WI[MR EXXIVR [L

VMIR Q WI[ R SS TYFPMWLIV ERK EW

X I II I S[ E X EW QSQIR SR

E SS GE I Knitivit TY MW I R � �

FII [VMXMR ORMXXMR FSSO IZI WMRG

;LE H S IR S EFSY ORMXXMR JS FEFMIW

)ZIV]XLMR PSSO GY R R W ^IW PSZ

XL SPSYV R FEF] ] ũ EP[E]

II VE[ QYXI SRI - PW PSZI LE

EF] MXIQ UYMG S RM

(IWGVMF ]SY ORMXXMR WX]P

Z EP[E] [ERXI S QMRMQEPMW Y

Z VIW W E^^ R XLMRK Y M ER

EHHMR M J [M �

hat are you working on at the moment

Z NYW RM L [SVOMR R J

ORMXXI HSPP SY XLM .YR -ŭQ EPW RMXXMR

GLYRO P RM J MVPJVMIR

L S [LE RWT VI SY HIWMKRW

P Z R MR ZM MRW MVIH RM [ R

ER XLMR 7GERH E XL

QSQIR 1 JEZSYVMX

PEG S FVS[W W 0SRHS

1EV]PIFSR ,MK XVII �

;LE ]SY S[ EZSYVMX

HIWMKR

- GLST R GLERKI M FY

EX XL SQIR IV TVSYH

SJ Q PMXXP XVEMRI X P FSSXMI

8LI EV S MQ P ER YMG XS

ORM JVS SHHQIRX SJ EV �

8IPP Y EFSY ] Y PEXIW FSS

P � Knitted Animal Nurser P

S ERMQE XLIQI GPSXLI ER GGIWWSV I

JS FEFMI ER XSHHPIV MRGPYHMR

JEZSYVMXI ũ TYVTP EEVHZEV

; E E ZMG SY S Z RI[ RMXXIVW

X MR EX V VIE IGEYW X I MQ

IRSY X H Y [MP OII SY MRXIVIWXI

XS - SY I WXYG SS RPMR JS

VM M V XIGLRM Y

JVS MHI �

, Z S Z V R RMXXMR M V

I PIRX IWMKRMR WYG EXXI

J VM R VV Knit your own Royal

edding �� LE FM WWYI [MX XL

GSVK XSPH PSSOIH MOI SROI

Who do you admire in the knitting world

TE IV EVMP] MPWS [L

GLIGOIH EP XL E IVR M VIGIR ORMXXMR

FSSO S L Z IW R L FYWMRIW

;LE LEZ II SYV VSYHIW

EGLMIZIQIRXW HIWMKRIV

;L Knit Your Own Royal Weddin Q

TSTYPE ER LE XIE VSQ Tim

Knit Fiona’s cute baby 

cocoon pattern on 

page 47. Sign up to 

Fiona’s newsletter 

for your free Nordic 

rabbit pattern, at 

[[[�έSREKSFPI�GSQ� 

Digital downloads of Fiona’s 

independent patterns are available  

EX�LIV�)XW]�WXSVI��[[[�IXW]WXYHMS�GSQ�

WLST�/RMXXPI7XYHMS��SV�SR�I&E]�EX 

[[[�IFE]�GS�YO�YWV�VSKέS

Magazin Ƥ QMR Q R

MXGLI

o ou have an

EZSYVMXI EF EVRW

(IFFM PMW W &EF EWLQIVMR W PSZIP

X [SV [MX RMX Y FIEYXMJYPP R

WXYRR R S GSPSYV

LMR L V V R

IQIVK R E ] RMXW

I IVIW 0EX QIV GE M S R S R

XL IWMK [SVP XL QSQIR ŭ LMROMR

GSPSYVJY M ^E WXVM I R SQ SQ

;LE I\ JS ]SY

ŭ R XL IV IEVP W EKI I FSS

SQIX MR [MX RMQE E W

[SVOMR S WSQ SV RMXXMR E IVR

I IE RMXXMR IWSPYXMSR

YWX WSVXIH PP ] ]EVR RXS [IM LXW ERH

GSPSYVW� EMQ S IIT XLI M KSSH SVHI ERH

RS KI XLIQ QYHHPIH Z EKE

iona’s Knitted Animal

urser is acked with
adorable baby pattern

iona’s current
avourites are these

sweet trainer bootie
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GET THE 
NEXT ISSUE 
DELIVERED  
TO YOU 
FOR FREE!*

PRE-ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
CALL 03330 162 138 and quote ‘Love Knitting April 2018 Print 1’

ONLINE www.buysubscriptions.com/LKFB43
Lines open weekdays 8am to 6pm, and Saturday 9am to 1pm for orders only. Overseas please call +44 (0) 1604 973 746 

*Free delivery available on UK orders only. EUR price £6.99, ROW price £7.99. All prices include p&p.  
Please allow 14 days for delivery.

In the next issue...
Looking for some spring inspiration?

The April issue of Love Knitting for

Baby is packed with ideas for sweety

little babies everywhere! Don’t miss

out – order your copy today!

At just £4.99, this  
issue includes:
■ Super baby knits for spring     

■ Adorable toys to cuddle

■ Gifts and nursery makes

■ Patterns for all skill levels

Contents subject to changeContents subject to change

The April issue is on  
sale 2nd March, but you  
can pre-order your copy  
today with FREE UK delivery!

Only

£4.99
including 

p&p

SIZES
FROM

BIRTH TO
3 YEARS
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